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September 15, 1993
The Honourable Cohn Gabelmann,
Attorney General of B.C.

Dear Mr. Attorney:
I, the Commissioner appointed pursuant to Order in Council
No. 1508 to inquire into the relationship between the native people of
the Cariboo-Chilcotin and the justice system of this province, hereby
present my report of that inquiry.
Yours very truly,

Anthony Sarich
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FOREWORD

Marion Buller

champion of her people. “Who are you, and why

ver the years, the native people of the

(~) how
Cariboo-Chilcotin complained about
they were being treated by the

should we trust you?” she asked.

various components of the justice system.

volumes. There had been previous inquiries and

Recently, those complaints became louder and

there had been promises and disappointment.

more insistent. As a result, I was asked by the

Right from the start, I listened to disturbing

Honourable Cohn Gabelmann, the Attorney

allegations made against the police, lawyers,

General of British Columbia, to check into those

judges and other functionaries of the justice

complaints and to determine whether a full

system.

inquiry of the relationship between the native

formal inquiry into those complaints was indeed

people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin area and the

warranted and I advised the Attorney General

justice system was warranted.

accordingly. The Attorney General, in response,

The tone and tenor of that question spoke

These allegations convinced me that a

set in motion this inquiry

To determine the nature and extent of the

—

the Cariboo

discontent, I requested and was granted a meeting

Chilcotin Justice Inquiry

with the chiefs and other representatives of the 15

by an Order in Council on October 1, 1992. And

bands that populate the area. It was an interesting

so began an odyssey that was to cross and

meeting. At the outset, I was challenged by an

that vast area many times.•

—

which was formalized

articulate native woman who is a determined
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~NTRODUCflON
T he Cariboo-Chilcotin is a large and beautiful
area of central British Columbia.

In the central area and almost exclusively

For the

west of the Fraser River, the Chilco tin people

purposes of this inquiry, in the Cariboo we

occupy the reserves known as Alexandria,

were concerned with the area east of the Fraser

Anaham, Toosey, Redstone, Stone and Nemiah

River and stretching from Canim Lake in the

Valley. To the south and almost exclusively east of

south to somewhat beyond the city of Quesnel in

the Fraser River, the Shuswap people live on the

the north.

In the Chilcotin area, we were

reserves known as Soda Creek or Deep Creek,

concerned with the area west of the Fraser River

Sugarcane, Alkali Lake, Dog Creek, Canoe Creek

extending to the Coast Mountains, and from

and Canim Lake. The people in these reserves are

Mount Tatlow and the isolated Nemiah Valley in

known as bands, and each band has a chief and

the south to a line drawn roughly westward from

council.

the city of Quesnel. Included in this area are the

The purpose of the inquiry was to hear the

urban centres of 100 Mile House, Williams Lake

complaints of the native people of the area, to try

and Quesnel.

to understand the causes or reasons for those

The native people are comprised of Three

complaints and to propose remedies.

It was

Nations, each speaking a separate and distinct

immediately apparent that for any chance of

language and each with a distinct cultural

success, the Commission would have to hear not

heritage. The dominant political organizations

only from the people who voiced the complaints,

are the Cariboo Tribal Council and the Ts’ilqot’in

but also from those who are considered

Tribal Council. The southern Carrier people

knowledgeable or experts in the interpersonal

occupy the reserves known as Nazko, Kluskus,

relations between natives and non-natives.

Red Bluff and Ulkatcho.

proceedings of the Commission were accordingly

Coriboo
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The

divided into two phases.

The first, the longest

However, a good many overcame their reluctance

and perhaps most intense phase was listening to

and fear, and many others came forward willingly.

the many native people who came forward with

The hearings were held in community halls

complaints.

and any other structures large enough to hold the

The second phase was directed to the receipt

participants. In spite of the initial hesitancy and

of submissions, both written and oral, from all of

the

the parties with standing before the Commission.

controversies surrounding the manner of

This was to be an evaluation of the evidence heard

conducting the hearings, the people of the reserves

in the first phase, as well as any proposed

received us with unmatched generosity and

solutions. Similar submissions were also requested

openness. They prepared delicious meals and fed

and received from a number of other persons and

everyone present, even though the numbers

organizations, all of which were very helpful and

present were never constant. They shared what

all of which form part of the records of this

they had with all of us.

Commission.

tensions

and

concerns

aroused

by

It was the first phase, the hearing of the

The Commission began the first phase of its

individual complaints, that constituted by far the

hearings in early December, 1992, and, with a few

major work-load of the Commission.

short adjournments, concluded the second phase

complaints were heard in many places and from

on June 16, 1993. But it was clear from my first

many people.

meeting with the chiefs in June, 1992, that for

interesting colloquial idiom, others struggled with

any chance of success, the hearings could not be

the English language, while a considerable

held in a courthouse or in some well-appointed

number told their stories with the aid of an

convention hail in the urban centres. Nor could

interpreter.

the hearings be conducted in the manner of a

event, and every event rekindled an emotional

regular trial. The Commission had to go out to

response; some of the responses would have raised

the people, and this it did. The Commission sat

a lump in the throat of any hardened observer.

in 10 of the 15 reserves of the area, in some many

Those present will not soon forget the agony on

times and in some only once. Those reserves we

the face of the young woman who for years

did not visit were, for the most part, small and did

searched and waited for word of her father’s return

not have the facilities to accommodate the

from a trip to Quesnel. She looked to the police

hearings.

and other sources for information.

These

Some gave evidence in an

In every telling, they relived the

She finally

At first, some people were reluctant and

learned at the hearing for the first time from an

afraid to come forward. Some stated that if they

elder of her own people of an attempt by a

testified, they would expose themselves to

drinking companion of her father to pull her

retaliation after the Commission had “flitted”

father from the Fraser River. He was swept away

through the area and disappeared “down south.”

and lost in the river and the companion was so

Others were cynical and said, “What’s the use,

ashamed of his drunken ineptitude he never

nothing will come of it anyway.”

Some were

revealed his secret. That revelation came after the

hesitant because the complaints involved some of

woman had told the inquiry of the devastation of

their own people in compromising situations.

her whole family as a result of five days of

Cor~boo
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drunken anarchy on the reserve where they lived.

programs and some of its instructors has cast a

And surely none will forget the tears of the

shadow that still darkens the present.
In the Chilcotin, the other matter was the

mother who tried every way she knew to stimulate
and put urgency into a search for her lost son.

controversial, so-called Chilcotin War.

In every

The poignancy of this testimony created a mood

village, the people maintained that the chiefs who

that was repeated at other hearings by other

were hanged at Quesnel Mouth in 1864 as

witnesses.

murderers were, in fact, leaders of a war party

Once underway, the hearings were attended

defending their land and people. Much has been

by all community members at the site of the

written but little is known with any certainty of

hearings, from toddlers in “jolly-jumpers” to

the facts that led to the trial of those chiefs before

elders who needed assistance in and out of the

Judge Matthew B. Begbie. The people of the

premises. Even a stray dog would come in from

Chilcotin have long memories.

time to time to check out the proceedings and

memory of those chiefs in high esteem and cite

perhaps get a scratch or two behind the ear.

the effect of smallpox on their ancestors, the

Nearly every witness who came forward testified

incursions onto their land, and the treatment of

in front of the residents of his or her own

their people by the road builders hired by Alfred

community and knew that what he or she said

Penderill Waddington as justification for the war.

would live with him or her.

Some came from

Many natives consider the trial and subsequent

distant villages at considerable expense in time

hanging as a political event in a deliberate process

and money and others took time off from jobs

of colonization.

They hold the

that cost them ioss of wages they could ill afford.

The incidents of complaint were far too

All were anxious to have their stories heard and I

many to include as a factual component of this

found these factors significant in assessing the

report. I have instead drawn my conclusions from

credibility of the complaints they voiced.

them, from the submissions and from outside

In addition to the complaints against police

reading and have set out these conclusions in the

conduct, remote and obdurate bureaucracy and

body of this report. I have referred to a few of the

the frightening and incomprehensible justice

incidents of complaint that closely demonstrate

process, the people brought up the issues of land

the nature of the evidence from which I have

claims, resource management and control of their

drawn my conclusions.

own lives. They also referred to two other matters

Every incident raised before the Commission

of much significance to them. One was the effect

has been recorded and identified and every

the residential school near Williams Lake

document or volume submitted has been accorded

known locally as the Mission

an exhibit number. These are all identified in an

—

had on

appendix as is a brief bibliography.

generations of natives since the turn of the

e

twentieth century. While some of the people were
neutral or even stated that their experience at that
school was beneficial, by far the majority
condemned the school and their experiences in it
with a passion.

The effect of that school, its

Oariboo
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CLASH OF
CULTURES

Chief Roger
William of the
Nemiah Band
Vancouver Sun

y the time of British Columbia’s entry into

country, leads only to embarrassment to the

Confederation with Canada in 1871, the
N~ population of the native people of the

resources ofthe province, and injury to the Indians

Cariboo-Chilcotin area had been ravaged by the

themselves. Thus circumscribed, the Indian loses all

epidemic of smallpox that ran through the area

the good qualities ofhis wild state, and acquires

during the early 1860s. The Chilcotin chiefs had

nothing but the bias ofcivilization. He does not

been convicted of murder and hanged some seven

become a good settler, he does become a drunkard,

years before. And the first Indian Act was passed

and a debaucher and his females andfamily follow

by the Canadian Parliament in 1876 consolidating

the same course. He occupies valuable land,

all previous legislation dealing with natives in all

unprofitably to hi mselfand injurious to the country.

Government, expense to the Crown, a waste of

of the then territories and provinces.

He gives infinite trouble to the Government and adds

Incorporated within that statute was a policy

nothing either to the wealth, the industry, or the

that was to set in motion a social experiment of an

dej~nse ofthe Province.

2

unprecedented scale. The attitude giving rise to
that policy was set early in Canadian history. At

The Bagot Commission of Inquiry into

the union of the two colonies of Canada in 1841,

native affairs was appointed in 1842 and heard

Lord Sydenham, the Governor-General, criticized

similar comments from many witnesses. One, the

those who advocated the intermingling of native

Reverend Charles Coleman, testified as follows:

people with the European settlers:
“It has passed into a proverb, that a fisher seldom
“The attempt to combine a system ofpupilage with

thrives, a shooter never, and that a huntsman dies a

the settlement ofthese people in civilizedparts ofthe

jovial be,gger (sic,). How then is it to be expected that

Carboo
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children were conditioned, by virtue of strict,

the Indians, who can have no motive to a settled and
laborious agricultural life, but the persuasions ofthe
Missionary and Superintendent, will, in favorable
situationsfor success, relinquish his (sic) former
employments ofhunting andfishing, for those which
are less profitable to him, and attended with, to him,
much greater fatigue.

often severe discipline, segregation from siblings
or other family members, and very close control,
to discard all vestiges of their cultural heritage.
They were to be transformed into “educated
Christians.”
The resultant destruction of the traditional
economic base of the natives’ communities, the
supplanting of their systems of social control and

It is necessary the indian (sic) youth should be
prevented becoming hunters orfishers, and this can
be alone done by locating the village where there are
nofacilitiesfor either.

political organization by the “white” justice and
political system, and bureaucratic interference has
left the people angry, confused and lost. They
neither respect nor understand the non-native

It may well be true that the policies of the

system of social control as exemplified by the

governments of both Canada and British

justice system, yet they are bound by law to

Columbia were well-intended, particularly those

adhere to it. They are angry at real and perceived

of the government of Canada.

But from the

injustices and distrustful of all authority figures.

beginning, government officials were unable or

Indeed, through resultant alcoholism, family

unwilling to accept that the community- and

destruction and self-abasement, many are reduced

family-centred cultural values of the native people

to a state of anomy.

were irreconcilable with the values of a freeenterprise, individual-oriented, self-acquisitive

Community Attitudes
A s the Commission set out, it became quickly

society.

apparent that by far most complaints were

Tragic Results

directed at the police.

It accordingly became

T he results of government policy have been
I tragic for native people and a major burden to

apparent that the process of inquiry could distort

non-native society. Past government policies of

were, unquestionably many capable and sensitive

suppression and segregation of the people into

officers in the Royal Canadian Mounted Police

small, uneconomic reserves, attempts at forced

who served in the Cariboo-Chilcotin.

assimilation and a smothering bureaucratic

“reactive” and “strict law enforcement” policy of

interference in every aspect of the lives of the

the force, and the training of officers with near-

natives has reduced a once proud and independent

exclusive emphasis on this policy, has so tended to

people to a state of complete dependency.

alienate the officers from the communities they

the results without due caution. There are, and

But the

Of all government policies, perhaps the most

police that it has created needless resentment and

pernicious was the forced attendance of native

problems. It is a policy that creates a confronta

children at the residential school near Williams

tional atmosphere that serves neither the police

Lake

nor the public well.

—

St. Joseph’s Mission. At the Mission,

C
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There is also an attitude problem among the

1

non-native population from which nearly all
police officers are recruited.

(1876) S.C. 39 Vic, c 18

2 Sydenham to Lord J. Russell, 22 July 1841 as quoted

The Indian Act of

in Canadian Parliament, Journal of the Legislative

Canada is premised upon the postulate that native

Assembly of Canada, App. EEE, (8 Vic, 20 Mar.

people are incapable of managing their own lives,

1845), Report Sec.1. as quoted in John Leslie and

that they cannot make their way in non-native

Ron Macguire, eds, The Historical Development of the

society and that they are inferior to non-natives.

Indian Act, 2nd ed, 1979, Treaties and Historical

These concepts have been advanced for so long by

Research Centre, Dept. of Indian & Northern Affairs,

the government of Canada through the

Canada at p.l6

Department of Indian Affairs, and so uncritically

3 Canadian Parliament, Journal of the Legislative

accepted for so many decades by the non-native

Assembly of Canada, App. T (II Vic, 24 June 1847)

population, that there has come to be an

App. 34: 10th point of the Evidence of Reverend

unconscious acceptance of these so-called truths.

James Coleman, respecting the Indians of Walpole

The dependence, the poverty; the self-destruction

Island and the Mississagas of the Credit, quoted ibid,

to which the natives were reduced by a conscious

at p. 17

policy of government were unspoken con
firmation of this “truth.” This was demonstrated
in

many

ways:

from

the

spontaneous

condescension of calling native people by their
first names in a formal situation, to a demeaning
and disrespectful attempt at humour in a poem, to
a thoughtless comment by an otherwise good and
sensitive police officer to grade school children
that his job was to “arrest drunken Indians and
put them in jail.”

There were other mani

festations of that attitude, particularly by those
casually inquiring about the purpose and work of
the Commission.
It was clear that many officers have brought
this attitude with them into uniform by their
manner of dealing with native people.

In the

business of policing, it explains these officers’
readiness to unquestioningly accept allegations
made against natives while keeping a closed mind
to anything they raise in answer.

It tends to

explain the apparent disrespect for any rights of
native people and the aggression and arrogance to
which they are often subjected. ê
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THE SYSTEM
policy of transferring its rural personnel as often as

The Police

every two years is not conducive to an officer’s
forming any close or lasting relationships in such

he major cause of difficulty and complaint in

I

the relationship between natives and the
RCMP is one of attitude. This attitude can best

communities.

be understood as a compendium of factors and

constitutionally beyond the reach of provincial

consequences. In addition to the conditioning of

authority for purposes of inquiry and discipline.

each officer by his training and his pre

As a policy, the RCMP also refuses to reveal what,

conceptions, there is the policing policy of strict,

if any, discipline it imposes on its officers. This

detached law enforcement. The well-being of the

policy is premised on the questionable ground

community becomes the by-product

that such information is “personal to the officer”

focus

—

—

Because the RCMP is a federal force, it is

not the

and protected under the Privacy Act1 of Canada.

of the officers’ duty.

The RCMP, as a force, is an entity created by

Counsel for the RCMP also relies on the dubious

federal statute. Apart from the urban centre with

relevance of the Supreme Court of Canada

which the force contracts the delivery of police

decisions in the Putnam2 and Keable3 cases as

services, the force answers to no one in the rural,

authority for refusal to release such information.

unincorporated areas it serves except, by contract,

Superimposed upon the above factors, the

to the Attorney General. The extent to which a

police officers are no less affected in their

police detachment in a rural area is apprised of the

perception of native people than the rest of the

concerns of the public is governed by the degree

non-native population by previous government

to which a detachment commander chooses to

policy. The estrangement from the communities,

involve himself in community affairs. The force’s

the structure of the force, its policies and training

C a r
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have helped to create a dehumanizing relationship

This cultural lacuna raises the problems

between natives and the police. The degree to

inherent in the presumption of comprehension

which the native people have been deprived of

whenever a court accepts a plea of guilty from a

their rights, their reactions to these conditions, the

native person who is not fully conversant with this

fact that many of them drink far to excess, that a

process.

few are troublesome, and the realization that

knowledge of all the facts alleged by the

police officers have one of the most difficult and

prosecution as well as all the essential elements

stressful of occupations, are all contributing

including the element of intent

factors in that process of dehumanization.

conviction. There must always be concern when a

Every plea of guilty presupposes a

—

—

necessary for

native tenders a plea of guilty, especially to a
serious offence or one that is complicated in its

The Court Process

prosecution.

Comprehension of what is being

T hebewildering
Canadian court process is a strange and
one to most native people. Even

asked of the natives on arraignment, their

those who have been through the process a

their experience with the investigating police

number of times remain confused and frightened.

officer, the intimidating nature of the court

With rare exceptions, natives simply don’t trust

process and their own evaluation of their

those who operate in it and administer it. They

involvement in the episode according to their own

are handicapped by a cultural and language barrier

cultural values are all factors bearing on the

that is not overcome simply by their ability to

reliability of the plea of guilty.

involvement in the facts preceding the offence,

speak English sufficiently to “get by.” Non-native

In criminal law, the non-native process of

concepts of guilt and innocence, standards of

justice is a link-up of a human chain stretching

proof and examination and cross-examination of

from witness to investigating police, to the

witnesses are foreign to them.

Within their

prosecutor, to the defence lawyer, to the trial judge

languages, they have no translation for the terms

or judge and jury, to the verdict and, if guilt is

“guilt” or “innocence.”

established, to the sentence.

When a wrongful

The process is

incident occurred in a village, the elders, the

concerned with resolving whether a crime against

participants in the incident and their families, and

the state (or society as a whole) has been

all the village population that was available and

committed by the person charged. Because of the

interested, would meet in a session to reach a

imbalance of power and resources, the process is

resolution. At such a meeting, the degree of

weighted in favour of the accused by the

involvement and the reasons for the incident were

presumption of innocence and resting the burden

discussed, with everyone even remotely affected

of proof on the prosecution.

having a right of audience. A conclusion was

competition between the individual charged with

reached by consensus and sanctions were imposed

an offence and the rest of society represented by

by the elders that were enforced by the whole

the prosecution.

population of the village if necessary.

The

because a witness was drunk or unable for other

purpose of the process was to resolve the discord

reasons to tell what he witnessed, or because of

in the community.

ignorance or ineptitude on the part of any of the

C a r
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other human links in the chain, the issue between

the victim.

He was intoxicated to the point of

the accused and society is not resolved. Because of

insensibility. Some time after he had served his

their non-comprehension of the system and its

sentence a woman confessed on her deathbed that

complexities, the native people see such failure as

she, and not the man, had killed the victim.4
In another case, a man admitted shooting

a failure of the whole system, and not just a failure

another and gave a simple statement to that effect

of an individual component.
Natives do not view the court process as an

to the police. He did not embellish his statement

attempt to heal, to rehabilitate and to bring

beyond the few simple facts of the shooting. It

harmony out of distress. They are confused by

took a woman who was fluent both in English and

the adversarial proceedings and their experience

the man’s native tongue to learn that the accused

with them leads the natives to believe it is a

had in fact shot another to protect his home and

contest in which there must be a winner and a

two women in it from gross violation and abuse

loser, and where one party must denounce and

by the person who was shot.

degrade the other in order to prevail.

discharged at the preliminary hearing by a

Such a

The accused was

perceptive and courageous judge.~

conceptS runs counter to their traditional values

Perhaps the most disturbing case was one in

and understanding.
In a great number of cases that came before

which a young man pleaded guilty to the offence

the inquiry the complainants stated they did not

of criminal negligence causing death in which the

understand what happened in court. Some stated

lives of three young children were lost. This 18-

that they wanted a trial, but pleaded guilty

year-old man, together with others about his age,

because their lawyer told them to. Some were told

stole a large quantity of liquor from a man. This

that if they pleaded guilty, there would be an

led to fights, arguments and rock-throwing

acceptable penalty or sentence imposed but, in

incidents during the course of a long night of

fact, a more harsh or stringent one was imposed.

drunken foolishness.

Others stated they were hurried through the court

revenge, some young people set fire to the house

to get it over with; still others complained about

of the man who owned the liquor. Three children

having to return again and again. But essentially

perished in that fire.

In a drunken attempt at

all the complaints reflected an abysmal mis

The accused in this case was the principal

understanding by both the native persons on one

actor in the theft of the liquor. He was also in the

hand and the lawyers and other court personnel

forefront of the arguments and fights that

on the other. While this misunderstanding has its

followed.

roots in the dichotomy of cultures, it is

among those who lit the fire.

exacerbated by the pressures of an overloaded

tradictory statements to the investigating officer,

court system and too-busy lawyers.

one clearly inculpatory and the other clearly

But it is not at all clear that he was
He gave con

exculpatory. He was not believed in his testimony

This lack of understanding has resulted in
some disturbing cases that came before the

during the voir dire

Commission.

In one case, a man pleaded guilty

the admissibility of his statements at the

to manslaughter although he had no memory

preliminary hearing when he stated that he was

whatsoever of the events that caused the death of

intimidated into giving the inculpatory statement

Car~boo
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by the police officer. It was his first time before

officer to hear and answer any complaint made

the courts and after committal for trial, he spent

against him, with the need to follow a procedure

more than 10 months in custody before

that would not intimidate and discourage native

arraignment at trial.

people from coming forward with their
complaints.

At trial, a competent and concerned counsel,

Initially, officers named in a

proceeding on the transcript and particulars of the

complaint were summoned to appear and testify

prosecution, negotiated a plea of guilty to a charge

in answer.

of criminal negligence causing death which was

disruptive, and compelling people to testify

reduced from a charge of second degree murder.

against themselves I found distasteful. After the

The young man was sentenced to a term of eight

first few complaints, this procedure was changed.

years in prison.’

Officers whose conduct could have constituted a

But this process proved to be

From the perspective of a person who

criminal act were informed of as much detail as

comprehends the court process, the proceedings in

was available of the complaint made against them

the above case leave little room for concern. But

and were invited rather than compelled to come

from the perspective of a young native person

before the Commission to answer. If the officers

whose first language is not English and where a

failed to come forward, I felt free to draw

key witness should have been provided with the

whatever inferences were appropriate from their

assistance of an interpreter at the preliminary

failure to testify.

inquiry, the results can be deeply disturbing.

only one of a considerable number of invited

Once this procedure was set,

officers gave evidence.

As is stated in the able submission of the
of

Other components of the justice system were

misunderstanding between the cultures is a serious

also implicated in many of the incidents giving

one. It cannot be left to “others” to be resolved.

rise to the complaints.

Everyone working in the administration of justice

reasons, and except for witnesses representing

has an obligation to ensure that people involved in

various provincial government agencies, witnesses

the process understand how that process works.

other than the native complainants seldom came

Legal

Services

Society,

the

problem

But for a number of

before the Commission in response to a
complaint. Accordingly, the conclusions drawn

The Hearings

from the evidence are based essentially on
unanswered or only partially explained complaints

yen before the commencement of hearings, it

L was

evident that the police were the magnet

of the native people. Some of the complaints were

which drew most, though not all, of the

likely overstated and a few distorted by faulty

complainants. They were usually the first contact

memory caused by the effluxion of time or

the native people had with authority figures. At

drunkenness. But the complaints were many and

the hearings the RCMP as a force was ably

consistent in nature, and nearly all of the

represented by counsel, as were any individual

witnesses were fully candid and straightforward in

officers who were named in a complaint.

their testimony.
consistencies

When the hearings began there were some

resulted

from

the lack of

comprehension or verbal skills, and were not an

difficulties in balancing the right of a police

Car~boo
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attempt to mislead.

In a number of instances,

1 Privacy Act, S.C. (1980) C.11l

evidence was translated, usually when many

2 A.G. Alberta v. Putnam (1981) 123 DLR (3rd) 257

community members were present to hear the

3 A.G. Quebec and Keable v. A.G. Canada (1978) 90

evidence. In all cases, native people who testified

DLR (3d) 161 (Keable)

were aware that what they said before the

4 Incident No. 111: Stephen Hink

Commission would be common knowledge

5 Incident No. 175: Joan Gentles

within their own and other communities in the

6 Incident No. 119: Ronald Setah

area.
Counsel for the individual potice officers,
both in their questioning of witnesses and in their
final submission to the Commission, urged the
acceptance of the evidence only upon a criminal
law standard of proof; that is, proof beyond a
reasonable doubt. To have done so would have
been fatal to the Commission.

The con

frontational and adversarial process is intimidating
and culturally foreign to the native people. The
process of cross-examination, especially in a
confrontational, accusatory tone would have
reflected directly on the honesty and integrity of
not only the native witnesses, but the leadership of
the Three Nations requesting the inquiry.

It

would have appeared so biased against the native
people as to not only frustrate this inquiry, but
would have caused more anger and despair where
more than enough already exists. The purpose of
the inquiry was not to establish with the certainty

of a criminal trial the truth of allegations made by
the native people, but to determine why they
made those allegations. +

Cariboo
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Class at the Williams
Lake Residential School
BCARS #94 184 E-9990

WHAT THE PEOPLE SAID
experiences at the school and of another brother
who states life at the school was worse than life in
the prisons to which he graduated. She writes:

ne of the common threads that ran

(~J through
the litany of complaints was the
effect of the residential school
St.
—

Joseph’s Mission
on the lives of the native
people. A number of witnesses testified as to the
effect that school had on their lives and the lives
of other members of their families. Perhaps the
most poignant was that of former Chief Bev
Sellars:
—

“Students became progressively alienatedfrom their
families and culture as a result ofyears spent at the
schools. Many times it was done very abusively;
physically, mentally and verbally. It was not unusual
to be called a dirty Indian, a dumb Indian, a savage.
When you hear it often enough, especially in your
most vulnerable years as a child, you begin to believe
it and act it out. We believed we weren’t as good as
other people. ,,2

“Once you got to the school, your hair was cut, you
were deloused with DD7J whether you needed it or
not, andyou were given a number which was used
on allyour belongings. This number became your
identity. Anyone who attended the school remembers
their number because it was used instead ofyour
name so often. “

In her testimony before the Commission,
Mrs. Margaret Gilbert described her experiences
with the discipline code imposed by school
authorities. She told of her arrival at the school as
an eight-year-old:

Further into her submission, Chief Sellars
tells of Spartan conditions, bad food and the
abuse administered in the guise of discipline. She
tells of how her brother’s life was destroyed by his
Coriboo

-

‘My sister and there was a nun there my older
sister, explained to us in our language what was
—
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expected ofus and we weren’t to speak our language

report4 prepared by the researchers is com

again after that moment. And that was the only

prehensive and forms one of the platforms upon

language we knew was the Shuswap language. For

which the Canim Lake Family Violence Program

everythingyou didyou had to line up andyou

is conducted.

As well there were separate

weren’t allowed to ask questions. I remember being

proceedings in criminal court on specific

really afraid and Ifound out soon enough that

allegations of sexual abuse, one case of which is

disczpline was really hard. I was one ofthose

still before the courts.

children that wet the bed and I know it was because

No specific complaint or allegation of such

offear. Instead ofwashing your sheets, they used to

abuse was brought before the Commission.

make you stand in a corner with the sheet over your

Accordingly, I have determined that further

head until it dried. And I remember crying, but we

inquiry into such general allegations was beyond

dzdn tallow no nun to see you cry.

the scope of this commission.

Mrs. Gilbert went on to describe how boys,
dressed in women’s clothing, were compelled to

Police Reaction

carry their mattresses from classroom to classroom

~ uring the course of the Commission

because they had wet their beds. She tells of being

LI hearings,

strapped on her bare buttocks 40 times “for

by some police officers toward native people that

running away from that place.” And she states

ranged from indifference through arrogance and

that because of her boarding school upbringing

disrespect, to bordering on contempt.

she is alienated from all but two sisters of a family

with that, the police detachments often showed an

of 10.

unwillingness or inability to substitute for a

there emerged a pattern of conduct

Coupled

There was no admission by any of the people

ponderous hierarchical and formulated procedure,

that the education they received at that school

a spontaneous and timely response to a situation

prepared them in any way for life in non-native

suggested by common sense. Some of the search

society.

and rescue cases reveal this problem, but to a

Mission

On the contrary, experiences at the
led

to

very serious

social

and

greater or lesser degree the above attitudes of some

psychological injury to generations of native
people in the Cariboo-Chilcotin.

of the officers permeated all of the incidents.

It is not

It is not difficult then, to visualize how the

surprising that rampant alcoholism, family

attitudes of the officers were fostered by the

violence and distrust of authority are part of the

reactions of the native peoples themselves. They

mix they bring into the equation of their

didn’t complain because they were taught not to

relationship with the justice system.

do so. They repressed their emotions, and many

There were general allegations of sexual

did in fact accept that they were inferior and

abuse of students at the Mission, particularly in

inevitably would be treated differently than non-

the submission of former Chief Bev Sellars. But

natives.

that aspect of life at the school has been researched

In accordance with their history over the

in detail by a team of researchers organized and

past 150 years, native people have come to depend

instructed by the Cariboo Tribal Council. The

upon agencies of the government for their needs.

Car~boo
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who had fallen through the ice on Seymour Lake,

In the search for Chief Jimmy Stillas of the
Ulkatcho Band, band members turned to the local

the story is perhaps more graphic. The native

police detachment for assistance.

Because of the

people had determined that Mr. Quichon’s body

possibility that Chief Stillas was lying injured in

was under the ice of that rather shallow lake and

severely cold weather, band members were anxious

that at the time, the ice was thin and dangerous.

to get a search organized and underway as quickly

The natives called the police for assistance and

as possible.

two police divers arrived. One of the divers went
into the water for approximately five minutes,

The local detachment commander was not
so impressed with the urgency of the matter.

found nothing and came out.

Because the search site was three kilometres

through another hole in the ice and saw nothing.

beyond the jurisdictional boundary of his

They then declared that the ice was so thin it was

detachment, he passed the search off to an

too dangerous to try any further. They stated they

adjoining

his

would come back in the spring when the ice was

detachment had easier and quicker access to the

gone and search the lake. After the officers left,

search area.

Local search and rescue volunteers

the native people themselves, with a good deal of

were not called out. Even though the adjoining

work and ingenuity, retrieved the body of Mr.

detachment commander marshalled considerable

Quichon within hours. The indifference to native

resources for the search the band was not kept

concerns and ignorance of native cultural

properly informed, and band members organized

imperatives by these officers contrasted rather

their own search at considerable expense to

noticeably with the serious proclamation of

themselves. They located and retrieved the body

concern for native sensibilities by one of the same

of their chief from under the ice of a shallow lake

officers in his testimony.

detachment

even

though

Both then looked

without any assistance from the police.

In the search for Lashaway Billy, the police

Unconcerned about arbitrarily fixed detachment

did a great deal of work and compiled a large file.

jurisdictional boundaries, the natives, who had

But again, the investigating officers ignored or

turned to their local police for help, received only

took lightly the information given to them by

disappointment.

responsible and knowledgeable native people.

It is interesting that during the search for

The police failed to find the missing man, but the

Chief Stillas, a great deal was made in police

natives themselves organized a search and found

evidence about the requirement for a local

his body.8

detachment commander to seek leave from a

The search for Kenny Stillas out of Quesnel

senior officer for authority to expend more than

is another example. While it is unlikely that this

$500 in the chartering of an aircraft during a

young man would have been found alive under

search for a missing person. Yet when an officer

any of the existing circumstances, his body could

from the Williams Lake detachment went looking

have been located much earlier had the police

for his own private automobile stolen from his

officers in charge of the search not considered the

residence, he appeared to have ready access to

young man’s mother a meddlesome old woman

aircraft for his search.6

and ignored her entreaties. There was a noticeable
lack of communication from the police to this

In a search for the body of Henry Quichon,

Coriboo
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grieving parent, who only learned important

In another incident, a young man known to

details of the search during this inquiry, years after

the police for his propensity to “borrow” bicycles

the event.~

from time to time was riding a bicycle on heavily

Perhaps the attitude of the police in the area

travelled Highway No. 20 near the Sheep Creek

toward natives and their concerns over finding a

Bridge over the Fraser River. An officer stopped

missing person was encapsulated in a comment

him to check out the bicycle and, while doing so,

heard by one of the chiefs.

During the closing

he was called to respond to another matter. The

days of this inquiry, a man from the Stone Reserve

officer chained the young man to the bridge with

had gone missing.

Chief Irvine Charleyboy of

a pair of handcuffs for over an hour while he

Redstone organized a search party, had trackers

checked out the other matter. The bicycle was

out who had located the lost man’s trail and he

not stolen.

was in a rented helicopter scouting for a sight of

Another young man testified that he was

the man. A voice identif~ying itself as that of a

arrested on suspicion of theft from a store on the

local police officer came over the aircraft radio

reserve where he lived.

directing the pilot to “come on down and we’ll do

held in custody for three days and then released in

a proper search.”° Within an hour, the native

Williams Lake with no transportation home. He

people found the missing man without police

was not charged or brought before a justice of the

help.

peace. There were no police records of this event

He claims to have been

and no response to the allegation.

The young

man denied he was confusing this event with

Abuse of Authority

another occasion when he was held in custody.

T here are many examples of abuse of authority

In a well-publicized case, a Mr. Dennis Jack

by police officers of the area. In one case, on

was alleged to have shot and killed a Mr. Peter

an allegation of theft of gasoline of a value of a

Ross and wounded Mrs. Katie Ross. The police

little more than $15, two officers, each in a police

mounted an extensive manhunt for Mr. Jack.

car, stopped a young driver.

One of the officers

During that period, two young men were

arrested him, handcuffed him, searched him and

hitchhiking eastward on Highway No. 20 from

drove him to the police station.

In spite of an

Anahim Lake. They were riding in the back of a

explanation that checked out fully, the officer

pickup truck when they were stopped by the

detained the young man for more that an hour

police. Both young men were ordered out of the

taking statements, fingerprinting and photo

vehicle at gun point and spread-eagled on the

graphing him. Even though he was released on an

ground with a shotgun pointed at their heads

appearance notice alleging theft of gasoline of a

while they were being checked by a police dog.

value of less than $1,000, the young man was not

The officers said they kept the young men in that

charged with theft. Although he didn’t have a

position for about 15 minutes while they checked

valid driver’s licence, the young man was from a

out the identity of the two. The young men say

well-known family and had in his possession a

they were kept that way for more than an hour.

status identity card showing his photograph and

Perceptions will vary from different perspectives.

full particulars.

Descriptions of the suspect given to the police

Cariboo
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whom he awakened while pointing a gun at the

were general and could have described many
people in the area.

man’s head.’9 Again the officer was looking for a

It seems rather an extreme

person named Gabby Jeff with whom the sleeping

method of checking identity.

man was familiar.

Three young boys barely into their teen years

There were a number of

were accused by a clerk in a convenience store of

incidents in which native people have alleged the

petty theft. They denied any theft, but the clerk

unwarranted and unauthorized use of guns by the

kept them in a separate room under arrest until an

police. However, the most striking case is the most

officer arrived. The officer then searched the

recent.
On the morning of October

boys, questioned them and threatened that if they

5, 1991, an

were on the streets after a certain time, he’d throw

officer in the Williams Lake detachment

them into the “drunk tank.” The boys had not

discovered his 1967 Mercury automobile had

left the store when they were detained; they had

been stolen. The vehicle was apparently a gift

not committed theft; there was no evidence of any

from the officer’s father and was in new condition.

legal curfew in effect.

The officer searched very diligently for that
vehicle, including an extensive use of aircraft. The
officer heard an unsubstantiated rumour that the

Invasion of Privacy

vehicle had been seen in front of a home on

T~ here are many cases reflecting this problematic

Redstone Reserve. On October

7, by or before 6

attitude on the part of the police. There are

p.m., the officer had confirmed information that

cases where the right to privacy of native people

the vehicle had been set afire and totally

was completely ignored by police officers.

A

destroyed. At 10:30 p.m. that same night, he

woman was stopped on a public road by an officer

went to the house, uninvited and without a

using the emergency lights on his police vehicle

warrant. When a woman answered his knock, he

for the sole purpose of questioning her as to the

walked past her into the bedroom with his gun

whereabouts of her brother.’6 In another incident,

drawn, pulled a sleeping man out of bed,

an officer walked uninvited into a man’s home and

handcuffed him and took him outside to a police

questioned him for an extended period of time,

car to question him. The officer was not in

even though the officer could see he was not

uniform and bypassed another police detachment

welcome and the man was uncomfortable in his

without informing the officer in charge to get at

presence.17 The officer had no warrant. Perhaps

the house on Redstone Reserve.

the most blatant cases of warrantless entry are

believable evidence the officer did not identify

those in which officers drew their guns. About 20

himself as a police officer when he walked in with

years ago, a young mother alone in a small home

his gun drawn.

There was

with an infant child answered a loud persistent

The band chief was alerted and he

knocking on her door. An officer in uniform

interceded and ordered the officer off the reserve.

walked in with his gun drawn looking for a man

The chief also filed a complaint with the

by the name of Gabby Jeff.

detachment commander in Alexis Creek. This

In another incident, an officer without a

complaint ran its course and was finally answered

warrant walked into the home of a sleeping man

in a letter dated March 3, 1992, written by a

Caribou
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senior officer from Division Headquarters in

the RCMP is wholly ineffectual insofar as natives

Vancouver. -o

are concerned.

The letter is interesting in a number of
respects.

The officer who entered that

home was seen to be in uniform and on duty very

It states that both the woman and the

soon after the event. A request for documentation

officer were interviewed, but does not say by

showing what, if any, discipline was imposed on

whom or where or under what circumstances.

that officer was refused by the force through

There is no mention of an interview of the man or

counsel. The force took the position that any

the chief. It is clear the evidence of the officer was

summons or subpoena by this Commission

preferred over that of the woman. The author of

purporting to compel production of such

the letter refers to the woman by her first name,

documentation would be met by a court

an unusual familiarity since there is no indication

challenge. Given the manner in which the force

he ever met her or spoke with the woman

closes ranks around its own and is not accountable

personally. His conclusion of the incident reads as

to the community, it is little wonder that natives

follows:

consider the police to be above the law.

“There was absolutely no requirementfor

Police Over-reaction

Cst._____________ to have resorted to this level of
force in order to conduct this interview. My concerns

here were many cases where the native people

in this regard have been brought to

complained that the police used excessive

Cst.___________ ~ attention and appropriate

force. This was alleged to have occurred at time

measures have been taken to ensure that such

of arrest2 and in the cells after arrest

behavior does not recur.”

These

complaints were other than those where the
officers are alleged to have used their firearms to

The letter was addressed to the chief and the

intimidate the people.

author apologized to the chief on behalf of the

Many of these incidents involving allegations

force. There was no apology to the man who was

of excessive force were brought before the

pulled out of his bed at gun point or to the man’s

Commission by young men who had spent a

wife whose home the officer invaded.

number of years in the residential school. Given

It is clear that the officer who went to that

the abiding resentment of authority and resultant

house at that time of night and acted in that

alcoholism engendered by the conditions to which

manner was not gathering information.

By that

they and their families were subjected at the

time he knew his prize vehicle had been destroyed,

residential school, it was inevitable that these

he had no good reason to believe that the man in

young men would come to represent a serious

the house had any information as to its theft and,

problem to law enforcement officials.

even if he had, there was no pressing urgency to

There is evidence before the Commission to

get such information that night. His conduct was

discern a pattern in the response of the RCMP to

inexcusable.

the challenge presented by these individuals. The

Equally interesting is the inescapable

response of a number of officers was to use force

conclusion that the complaint process concerning

to suppress the young man; often the degree of
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force was unwarranted in the circumstances. The

concern to native people. But they didn’t keep the

use of such force served only to reinforce the

people informed, although it should have been

expectations of the native people that authority

obvious that concerned people were anxious for

figures would respond in this manner, and in turn

information. A woman initiated and was very

to heighten their resentment. Persistent dealings

active and concerned in a search for her son. He

with this troubled segment of the native

was discovered to have died in a motor vehicle

population have also affected the manner in which

accident, but the woman had to resort to legal

many RCMP officers have come to perceive the

assistance to get the information contained in the

entire native population of the area.

police files.24 In a tragic accident on May 30,

This perception is evident in many cases.

1977, the same woman lost two brothers and a

One involved a man resisting the seizure of his

sister in a collision between a pickup truck and a

cattle by bailiffs during which an argument over

heavy-duty truck.

the validity of the seizure erupted. Since it was a

matter came before the Commission 17 years later

civil matter, the bailiffs could presumably have

why ambulance personnel raced to the hospital

had recourse to their principalsor a court to

with the injured driver of the heavy duty truck

clarify and perfect the seizure. Instead they called

and left her three siblings in the mangled wreck of

for the assistance of the police who attend

the pickup truck until they returned 40 minutes

ostensibly to keep the peace.

later.

When the man

She did not learn until the

The woman, who attended the inquest,

made an attempt to use his tractor to prevent the

didn’t understand the proceedings and didn’t see a

loading of the cattle, he was pulled off the

copy of the coroner’s report until one was

machine and severely beaten by two police

produced at the Commission hearing.2’

officers.

The man went to the Williams Lake

In another matter, a young woman’s sister

Hospital for medical attention later that evening.

was killed in a motor vehicle-pedestrian accident.

During the course of the affray, one police officer

There were many rumours about the drunkenness

was seen to assist the bailiffs in loading the cattle.

and carelessness of the driver.

It appears the police did not come as neutral

repeatedly requested information on the state of

peacekeepers, but to assist the bailiffs in effecting a

the police investigation and subsequent court

disputed seizure. In the process, they punished a

proceedings because she and her other family

man who tried to protect the only assets by which

members were anxious to learn the circumstances

his family earned its livelihood.3

of how the victim died. Neither she nor any other

The woman

member of her family was informed of the date of
the trial at which the driver was acquitted.

Lack of Communication

During that period a police officer attended the

ne of the major sources of grievance

\e.,~,,1 expressed

family home during the victim’s funeral ceremony

by the native people was the

in order to arrest a man who was a guest. The

insensitivity of the police and a lack of

officer chose to disrupt the solemnity of the

communication

and

funeral rather than accept assurances that the

themselves. In a number of incidents, the police

wanted man would surrender voluntarily after the

did a great deal of good work on matters of

ceremony.

between

Coriboo
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A Different View

There were other incidents reflecting
insensitivity or indifference by police officers
toward native people.

The complaints made by the native people

H

In one, a woman and her

daughter were left stranded on a major highway in

against the police must be viewed in a wide
perspective. In many instances, the police become

a mild blizzard on Christmas night dressed lightly

the flash point for reaction to repeated

and in street shoes.

humiliation and rejection of the native people by

The officer impounded the

vehicle registered to her husband because she,

other segments of non-native society.

being afraid to drive in treacherous, snowy

contact between the police and native people

conditions, let a prohibited driver drive the

reflected

vehicle.

There was statutory authority for the

Throughout the hearings, there surfaced incidents

officer, in his discretion, to permit the woman to

of police concern and attention to calls from

drive the vehicle home.

native people that reflected an extraordinary

Contrary to common

the

attitudes

expressed

Not all
above.

sense, he not only refused to do so, but positioned

dedication.

another officer to watch that she didn’t move her

immediately above. The officer went to unusual

vehicle before the tow truck removed it from the

lengths to confirm and locate the accident scene

scene.

27

after the call from Kamloops. Had the native who

Communication appeared to be a recurring
problem.

One was the incident referred to

witnessed the accident identified himself or waited

On July 30, 1988, there was a tragic

accident near a place called Lee’s Corner.

to speak to the police officer, this mistaken

Seven

communication could have been rectified.

people were in a vehicle that went off the road,

The death of Mrs. Katie Ross2’ was an

down a steep bank and into some large trees. A

unfortunate and sad affair which received a good

witness who saw the vehicle go off the road

deal of notoriety at the time.

reported to a store operator who in turn called the

went to find her sitting in a pickup truck in a very

Kamloops Communications Centre through

remote location and direct her to medical

which all calls to the police in the area were

attention did so with concern and a good deal of

routed. The person reporting the accident stated,

physical effort.

“The car was wrapped around a tree.”

The

locating a small bullet wound in the lady’s back

dispatcher from Kamloops directed the police

when there were language problems and when

officer that “the car was wrapped around a

medically trained personnel failed to find the

telephone pole.”

Despite a concerned and

wound before her death, would be holding that

diligent search by a police officer, because there

officer to an impossible standard and therefore

was another accident in the same general area at

completely wrong.

about the same time, the wrecked vehicle and

encountered,

seven occupants were not found for about 22

commendable.

The officer who

To blame that officer for not

that

In the circumstances he
officer’s

conduct was

hours. In all likelihood, more than one person

In the search for Kenny Stillas the officers

would have survived the accident had the vehicle

who went out to search put in long, tiring hours

been found earlier.

But in this case it was the

in adverse weather conditions and persevered until

system and a careless dispatcher, and not a diligent

they located the body of the missing man. They

young officer, who caused the grief and upset.28

did not stint on their physical efforts. Had there
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been more communication and redirected effort,

1

Exhibit No. 249

they would have merited praise instead of

2
3

ibid
Testimony of Mrs. Margaret Gilbert. June 17, 1993.
Tapes No: 181, 182

4

Exhibit No. 251

5

Incident No. 1: Jimmy Stillas

6

Incident No. 32: Clarence Marianne

7

Incident No. 34: Raphael Alphonse - Search for

criticism.
There were other incidents where the officer,
or officers involved, made extra efforts to assist a
native person.

One such was the officer who,

instead of taking a man who was forcibly evicted
from the covered shopping mall to the jail, took
him to the hospital for treatment.

Quichon

The officer

8

made good notes of the episode and offered to

Incident No. 68: Irvine Charleyboy Search for
-

Lashaway Billy

appear as a witness should the evicted man pursue

9

an allegation of assault against the mall security

Incident No. 35: Ella Stillas

-

Search for Kenny

Stillas

personnel.

10 Chief Charleyboy in submission, part two

It should be noted that those detachment

11 Incident No. 15: Billy Sellars

commanders who have made a little extra effort to

12 Incident No. 83: Albert Stump

reach the people of the communities they serve

13 Incident No. 92: Charles Johnny

have received concomitant recognition. Where

14 Incident No. 92: Charles Johnny

these officers have worked to develop a mutual

15 Incident No. 14: Scott Mack

understanding and respect, the communities they

16 Incident No. 007: Hilda William

police have not indicated a desire for change of

17 Incident No. 22: Rick Pop

police forces. One of these is the community of

18 Incident No. 16: Beverley Sellars

Canim Lake; the other is Ulkatcho at Anahim

19 Incident No. 13: Ralph Phillips

Lake, where the present detachment commander

20 Incident No. 32: Clarence Marianne

has made such an effort. +

21 Incident No. 28: Edie Sellars
Incident No. 30: Kelly William
22 Incident No. 43: Arthur Sellars
Incident No. 41(a)
Incident No. 41(b)
23 Incident No. 30: Patrick Charleyboy
24 Incident No. 73: Agnes Hailer
25 Incident No. 74: Agnes Hailer
26 Incident No. 44: Andrea Gilbert
27 Incident No. 94: Lorna Wycotte
28 Incident No. 70: Annette Frank
29 Incident No. 125: Joan Gentles
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CONCLUS~ON
Different Perceptions
t

In accusatory tones the chiefs also spoke
about how their land was taken by government

became apparent early in the course of the

agencies, particularly those lands now used by the

inquiry that the native people of the Cariboo

Canadian Army as a weapons proving ground.

Chilcotin area were complaining not only about

They railed as well against the many fenced

the police and justice system, but also about all

ranches carved from what they consider their

non-native authority structures bearing on their

traditional lands, and the forced move of a whole

lives. These complaints are long-standing and
insistent.

village to accommodate a ranching enterprise.

They are a product of a conflict of

The complaints of the native people are

cultural values and beliefs and are driven by the

given credence by the state to which their societies

past and present conduct of non-native authority

have deteriorated. They have been befuddled by

figures. And these complaints go back to the first

many non-native cultural values and have lost

contact with Europeans.

track of many of their own. The dependency and

In every community west of the Fraser River,

alcoholism to which they have been reduced has

there was still barely concealed anger and

robbed them of their self-respect and dignity. But

resentment about the trickery that led to the

this is changing.

hanging of the Chilcotin chiefs in 1864 at

energetic and aware group of people who are

Quesnel. The village chiefs spoke with passion

pressing for change. The one outstanding feature

about the desecration of their graves, the spread of

of the inquiry was the youthfulness of the leaders

smallpox that killed so many of their people, and

who so articulately voiced the complaints and the

the brutish conduct of Waddington’s road

hopes of their people.

builders.

Cariboo

There is emerging a young,
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These young leaders want to bring their
people out from behind the ghetto wall.
demand control over their own lives.

There were officers whose efforts and genuine

They

concern for the native people were overshadowed

They are

by the conduct of other members.

What is

looking for justice as they understand it and they

perhaps most lamentable is the number of

want to be the architects of their own process.

occasions officers did a praiseworthy job of

But to them justice is an integrated process

investigation only to be. subsequently criticized

involving not only their agencies of social control

because they didn’t consider it important to

within their communities, but also control of their

involve or even inform those persons to whom the

own lands and resources. They are well aware that

investigation was of overriding concern.

to flourish, their communities must have a well-

consequences of this kind of attitude are the

organized and sustaining economic base under

feelings of anger, rejection and frustration by the

their own control.

native people.

In this regard, not all the

The

communities share the same goals and not all will

But the leadership of the RCMP must bear

follow the same paths to their goals. There will be

some responsibility. At the detachment level,

disagreement, perhaps acrimony, among their own

commanders whose training and perspectives were

people in the process, and they will inevitably

national and wide in scope failed to appreciate the

make mistakes, even costly ones.

different requirements of culturally diverse peoples

But this is a

process that must he left to them.

within their jurisdictions.

Perhaps shortages of

personnel and pressing workloads were a
contributing factor, but whatever the cause, the

The ROMP

commanders
officers

—

and consequently the rest of the

were essentially strangers to the native

There have been many complaints against the
RCMP during the course of this inquiry. The

people. Officers arrived in native villages only to

determination of their validity is somewhat like a

take people away

philosopher’s search for objective proof of absolute

enforce incomprehensiable rules.

—

—

by force if necessary

—

and to

truth. The conduct the natives complain of is

Because of their policies and attitudes, and

viewed in one light by them and in a different

compounded by an intimidating, ineffectual

light by members of the RCMP.

But there are

complaint resolution process, RCMP commanders

grains of truth that can be sifted from the sands of

received little feedback from the communities

controversy.

they were charged with protecting. The tenacity

There were unquestionably some members

with which the force guards the reputation of its

of the RCMP who used excessive force and

members didn’t help. It is therefore under

intimidation against the native people. A few of

standable that these commanders were unaware of

these members chose to punish some native

the misconduct of some of their officers over so

people because of the RCMP member’s own

long a period of time.

subjective evaluation of the conduct and

A group of the most senior officers of the

inadequacies of the native person. And some of

RCMP made excellent representations before the

these same members reflected a degree of

Commission.

disrespect that stretched to contempt and ridicule.

community policing that will go a long way to

Carboo
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During that time, those working in the

eliminate the problems that gave rise to this
inquiry. But that policy is of very recent origin

current non-native justice system

and change comes slowly in large organizations.

provincial court judges

Perhaps senior RCMP officials should have

can assist in the evolution of an emerging native

realized much earlier in the day that training

justice system or stand back and condemn it on

officers for membership in a large force with

strict constitutional interpretation. If they choose

national

—

the latter course, that court will be excluded

is not necessarily compatible with the training

entirely from participation in the evolution of the

required for a municipal police force.

native justice process and become less than a full

—

even international responsibilities

—

—

particularly

have a choice. They

Provincial Court. If judges choose the first course,
they will be required to become familiar with the

The Justice Process

cultural imperatives of each of the native peoples

N I ative people have not been well served by the

with whom they will be in contact. In all areas of

Nprocess of justice of non-native society.

development, a sensitive and knowledgeable

Cultural differences have left a wide chasm that

approach by judges can directly influence the

will not be easy to bridge.

One constant drum

evolution of the native process. Such an approach

beat that followed the Commission from reserve

can be instrumental in expanding and articulating

to reserve was the message that native people want

a more flexible and uniquely Canadian Common

to control their own lives and manage their own

Law of benefit to both processes.
But this development will not be quick or

affairs. That means a process of justice that is
comprehensible and culturally acceptable to them.

easy.

In the meantime, the non-native court

To achieve these ends some of the communities

system must be made more accessible and

will institute their own justice process and others

responsive to natives.

•

will experiment with an adaptation of the nonnative process. But because any process they adopt
will be closely connected to all other aspects of the
development of their societies, including
economic development and the provision of
services, there will inevitably come an inter
relationship of their justice process with that of
non-native society.
In revitalizing their societies, natives will be
searching for their cultural roots. All of them
have lost some contact with their history

—

some

more than others, and will be rebuilding their
societies at a different pace. In their own good
time, they will develop a justice system suitable to
themselves.
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Chilcotin woman
BCARS #36547 G-4092

RECOMMENDA11ONS
1. Government Agencies

A.

Preservation of Resources

While the terms of the Order in Council do

I recommend that a senior official from the

not include consideration of the issues of land

Ministry of Attorney General arrange a meeting

claims, protection and preservation of resources

between representatives of the government

on traditional lands, nor the apportionment and

ministries concerned with the exploitation of the

preservation of fish and wildlife, it was obvious

natural

from the start that these issues were among those

of the

province

and

Ts’ilqot’in Tribal Councils. The purpose of the

issues were raised either directly or indirectly at

meeting is to reach an accord satisfactory to the

almost every sitting of the Commission. To the
—

resources

representatives of both the Cariboo and the

that most concerned the native people. These

native people, justice is global

Land Claims and

representatives of the tribal councils that those

not divisible

lands the native people consider their hereditary

into neat categories.

and traditional lands will not be stripped of their

In anticipation of native concerns, several

resources before land settlement negotiations are

provincial agencies made comprehensive and

concluded in an agreement.

valuable submissions, particularly the Ministry of

Where officials of any ministry are prepared

Aboriginal Affairs. My recommendations are thus

to enter into resource-sharing and management

made with the concerns of the native people and

negotiations with the native people of the area

the submissions of these agencies in mind.

prior to the conclusion of land claim negotiations,
these officials should do so as soon as the native
people are prepared to proceed.

Cor~boo
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I further recommend that senior officials of
the Liquor Licensing Branch of B.C. meet with
the Ts’ilquot’in Tribal Council to review the
location and performance of the liquor vendors in
the Chilcotin. There is a valid question as to
whether existing liquor outlets should continue to
remain licensed, particularly the one in
Hanceville.

B. Military Training Area
An appropriate official of the Ministry of
Aboriginal Affairs should begin negotiation as
soon as is reasonably possible with the
Department of National Defence of Canada to
the end that an immediate moratorium be placed
on the use by military personnel of the Camp
Chilcotin Military Training area until the land
claims of the Chilcotin people are settled.

D. Security Guards
There were many complaints about the
conduct of security guards employed by the
operators of the covered shopping mall in
Williams Lake. Far too many of those complaints
appear to be justified.
I recommend that the Private Investigators e~
Security Agencies Act be amended to contain a
provision that no person shall undertake the
duties of a security guard where the duties of such
guard include the monitoring and control of the
conduct of members of the public, unless such
person is fully qualified and licensed according to
standards set out in that Act.

C. Alcohol
Despite the widely-acknowledged success of
the community alcohol treatment program
developed at Alkali Lake, the abuse of alcohol by
natives is still a serious problem in the Cariboo
Chilcotin. This abuse has been the major
causative agent of tragedy in their lives. While
most of the communities are struggling with this
addiction, it is a difficult and uncertain struggle
because it is essentially a symptom of deep-seated
problems originating from long-standing
government policies and the residual effects of the
residential school.
I accordingly recommend that the appro
priate government agency consult with the native
people and, pursuant to such consultation, assist
in the establishment and maintenance of at least
one treatment centre in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
area. This centre, to be staffed and operated by
natives, should provide such counseling as the
native people themselves deem essential to their
healing process. The provincial government
agency assisting this project should seek financial
contributions for the establishment and
maintenance of this facility from both the
Department of Indian Affairs and the Catholic
Church, since both of these institutions are
essentially responsible for the destruction of native
social order in the area.

Car~boo
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E. The Chilcotin Chiefs of 1864
It appears that even Judge Begbie was
concerned about the fairness of the trial of the
Chilcotin chiefs at Quesnel Mouth in 1864.
There was genuine concern that the chiefs were
induced to surrender and give inculpatory
statements on a promise of immunity by
Magistrate Cox. Many natives still feel that the
trial and hangings were more a showpiece to
impress the natives than an honest search for the
truth. Whatever the correct version, that episode
of history has left a wound in the body of
Chilcotin society. It is time to heal that wound.
Since that trial and the hangings occurred
before British Columbia joined Confederation, it
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is appropriate that Victoria grant a posthumous

imperatives of the native people relating to the

pardon to those chiefs, and I so recommend.

I

preservation of the integrity of the body of a

also recommend that a senior official of the

deceased native person, as well as the personal

Ministry of Attorney General consult with the

effects found at the time of death.

Ts’ilquot’in Tribal Council so as to research and

employees or practitioners should respect and

identify those chiefs and locate their burial

accommodate these concerns and imperatives

ground.

I further recommend that, pursuant to

whenever possible. A copy of every coroner’s

the express requests of the present chiefs, the

report of an inquiry or of an inquest should be

remains of the former chiefs be reburied at a site

sent to the surviving spouse or next of kin.

These

chosen by the tribal council and a suitable
memorial be erected to their memory.

H. Native Programs

The

Submissions made by members of the

ministry should finance this project.

provincial government uniformly reflected a
E Interpreters

sensitivity to and comprehension of the problems

It is clear that for those conducting a trial in

faced by natives. These officials expressed a

the area to feel confident that the proceedings and

willingness to look at new solutions and to help

evidence are fully understood by a native person,

natives take more control of their own lives and

it is essential that an interpreter be available. The

affairs. There was, however, a slightly disturbing

need for interpreters in the three native languages

aspect to some of their submissions. They

of the area is pressing.

projected the bureaucratic hand to the steering
wheel of the vehicle of change, rather than simply

I therefore recommend that senior officials

opening the door.

from the Ministry of Advanced Education consult
with officials of the community colleges serving

In the Cariboo-Chilcotin, natives are now

Williams Lake and Quesnel in order that a course

undertaking some excellent projects and programs

of instruction be designed and added to the

as initiatives of their own. These should be

curricula of these colleges.

encouraged and supported.

This course of

They will un

instruction should be the interpretation of legal

doubtedly propose more programs and seek more

language and documents from English into the

financial and other assistance. But all proposed

three languages of the area. Similarly, the language

programs

and documents from those languages into English.

societies

I further recommend that scholarship funds be

natives themselves.

made available to meet the reasonable needs of

and ministry officials must carefully husband the

students undertaking this course of instruction.

financial resources of the province, but once a

—

—

to be of value in advancing native
must be initiated and operated by
It is a truism that ministers

proposed program by native people of the area is

G. Emergency and Forensic Services

approved and the financing allocated, there should

I recommend that all ambulance personnel,

be as little bureaucratic intercession as possible.

coroners and pathologists who work or practice in

Officials should be prepared to help and advise,

the Cariboo-Chilcotin undertake a course of

but only at the request of the native people, even

instruction on the cultural concerns and

if there is risk of failure.
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One program deserving of financial support
and encouragement is the Canim Lake Family
Violence Program. It has great potential benefit
to all Canadian society, and because of the unique
circumstances of place, people and history, could
perhaps not be successfully conducted anywhere
else. Funding for this program should be
provided by a number of federal and provincial
ministries and agencies according to a negotiated
formula.
Another program that deserves continuing
financial support, and I so recommend, is the
Nenqay Deni Yajelhtig Law Centre Society.
Among other worthy matters this society is
researching Chilcotin and Shuswap societal and
legal customs and practices so as to formalize and
stabilize the manner in which they can control
and operate their own societies.

charges were ever laid against her, and she
wants payment for those nets. I recommend
that officials from the ministries of Attorney
General and Agriculture, Fisheries & Food
bargain with Mrs. Quilt to establish the
value of the nets and pay her accordingly.
Li In their search for their missing chief, the
members of the Ulkatcho Band of Anahim
Lake committed a considerable sum of
money they could ill afford to pay. The
costs they incurred were reasonable in the
circumstances and would normally have
been borne by the Provincial Emergency
Program or the RCMP. I recommend that
the appropriate government agency
reimburse the Ulkatcho Band the money
they paid out for expenses of that search.
Li One disturbing case raised an uncertainty as
to the correctness of the plea of guilty of
Ronald Setah of the Stone Reserve to
criminal negligence causing death. I
recommend that either the regional Crown
counsel or the senior Crown counsel in
Williams Lake undertake an inquiry of this
matter and in doing so engage the assistance
of an experienced RCMP investigator. Of
particular concern are two conflicting
statements made by Mr. Setah and the
evidence of a young witness named Jason. I
request that the inquiry counsel make his or
her own evaluation of the reliability of Mr.
Setah’s and the other conflicting statements
in the history of that prosecution. The
inquiry should be directed to question
whether the matter should be reopened.

I. Other Specific Recommendations
EJ There was evidence before the Commission
that Stephen Rink applied for a pardon of
his conviction of manslaughter in the
wrongful death of Rose Setah. While the
evidence was incomplete, it does appear that
an official from the Ministry of Attorney
General prevented the granting of a pardon.
I recommend that this application for a
pardon be re-opened and more thoroughly
investigated. Mr. Rink should not bear the
stigma of such a conviction if it is likely that
he was innocent.
~J Sometimes, relatively small things become
major irritants. Mrs. Cecilia Quilt put
considerable effort and much skill into
putting together some fishing nets which
were seized and ultimately destroyed by a
conservation officer on allegations that she
was fishing illegally with the nets. No
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2. Police

contact person for court needs, such as
locating and informing witnesses and
directing those in need to the providers of
legal assistance.
In each community where these persons
undertake their duties, there should be
provided an efficient and reliable com
munications system connecting the
community to the nearest police detachment
or larger urban area.

A. A Native Police Force
Many natives from outlying communities
expressed a desire to establish their own police
force. They wanted a police force that was part of
the community; whose members spoke their own
language, who were culturally attuned to local
concerns and who would assist in developing and
maintaining programs for peace and good order.
I recommend the creation of such a force for
those communities that choose that option. The
RCMP has graciously offered to help in the
formation of such a police force and have
identified a source of funds for this purpose. Such
a force should be fully trained in accordance with
the standards contained in the Police Act of B. C.,
in addition to the training provided by the First
Nations Tribal Justice Institute at Mission, B.C.
A good model is the native police force of the
Stl’atl’imx Nation. Chief Mike Leach of that
nation could offer valuable assistance.

C. Communities Wishing to
Retain the RCMP
For those native communities that may wish
to retain the RCMP as the police force of their
choice, the personnel of the detachments should
be carefully chosen. The officers chosen should
become aware of the needs and cultural practices
and values of the community they will be serving.
This awareness cannot be acquired in a brief
course of cross-cultural training as part of the
police academy curriculum. It must be gleaned by
a willingness to become a community member
and by having a close contact with others in the
community. The commanders of these de
tachments should cultivate the assistance of
community members and work with them in
developing and assisting in programs designed to
enhance community peace and well-being.
The recruitment of native police officers for
these duties has some apparent benefits. But these
benefits could only be realized if the native officer
were to speak the language of the people of the
community and be culturally attuned to it. He or
she would have to be one of the community.
There are obvious disadvantages also. The native
officer may have relatives or close friends in the
community making impartial performance of
duty difficult, if not impossible.

B. Peacekeepers
For small communities such as Nazko,
Kiuskus, Red Bluff and Nemiah that do not have
a police detachment in close proximity, and for
communities such as Canim Lake that decide to
retain the RCMP, I recommend the following.
One or two suitable persons from each
community be chosen and trained with and to the
same standards as members of the native police
force. These persons should also be trained to
undertake the following duties in the community
to which they will return:
Ii fully trained peacekeeper;
~J co-ordinator of local search and rescue
undertakings;
J organizer of a local firefighting program;
1~ emergency first aid treatment; and
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the native people on the nearby reserves and with

What is most important is that, whatever the
composition of the personnel, the police officers

those living in the urban areas.

The pro

treat the native people with respect.

fessionalism and knowledge of these assigned
officers assisted by the willing co-operation of the
native people could be instrumental in developing

D. Policing in Urban Areas
In the urban areas of 100 Mile House,

programs and strategies that are innovative and

Williams Lake and Quesnel, as in the larger native

useful in keeping the native people from

reserves, community-oriented policing is the

becoming involved in illegal or anti-social activity.

obvious goal. The police must become members

These assigned officers would have to be willing to

of the community in more respects than as a

consult regularly with native leaders; they would

detached source of authority and power reacting

also have to inform themselves of the cultural

only to stem breaches of the peace or other

concerns and requirements of the people they will

unlawful conduct.

The people of the com

be dealing with, and to respect these in the course

munities are concerned about preventing

of their police work. These officers should also

problems and they are more than willing to assist.

keep in close contact with peacekeepers on the

They need to have confidence that the

outlying reserves.

community is protected and that all is well when
E. Policing Generally

they see the officer moving about in the

~ Surveillance Cameras

community, alert to signs of trouble. To achieve
this, officers must be visible in the community

For the protection of arrested persons, as

and must take an active, even a leading part, in

well as police officers making arrests and

formulating programs and involving community

those that are custodians of prisoners,

members in the process of maintaining peace and

surveillance video cameras should be

good order.

mounted and then utilized whenever a
prisoner is brought into or held in a jail

It is heartening that senior officers charged
with directing the affairs of the RCMP are alert to

facility.

These cameras should be so

the need to shift emphasis from reactive to

mounted as to focus on the book-in area as

community-oriented policing. My concern is that

well as the holding cells area of all

this shift will take a long time to effect.

detachment jail facilities. These cameras are

Insofar as the native communities in and

not to be used as a substitute for guards now

contiguous to these urban areas are concerned,

employed, but to augment the work of the
guards.
[J Handcuffs and Restraints

such a shift of emphasis need not take so long. I
recommend that the detachment commander,
after consultation with the chiefs and councils of

In the transportation of native prisoners by

the communities, assign to a senior non

either a sheriff or a police officer where, for

commissioned officer in each detachment the

reasons of age, sex, infirmity or other

responsibility for developing and implementing

apparent cause, common sense dictates that

such programs. These programs could only be

the prisoner should not be handcuffed or

achieved by close contact and co-operation with

shackled, the escorting officer should be free
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to exercise and should exercise his discretion

D The complaint must be openly and

and refrain from the use of handcuffs or

competently investigated by a person not of

shackles.

the police unit or detachment where the
officer complained about is employed. This

F. Public Complaints Process

investigator should be an experienced police
officer who is supported by subpoena and

As a force, the RCMP is a pillar of Canadian

summons authority.

society with a reputation envied by police forces
elsewhere.

In uniform, they are recognized and

~ The adjudicating body must clearly and

respected as a symbol of Canada by citizens and

openly announce or publish a finding or

foreigners alike.

decision as a result of its investigation of a

Their reputation for integrity

complaint.

and efficiency is well deserved. But it is inevitable
that complaints against individual officers will and

~ The adjudicating body must openly and

do arise. The manner by which these complaints

publicly declare or publish the disposition it

are resolved bears directly on the reputation of the

orders or what sanctions, if any, should be

force itself as well as the individual officers that are

imposed on the offending officer.

the subject of a complaint.

I therefore recommend that the appropriate

It is clear that a great deal of thought went

officer of the Ministry of Attorney General

into structuring the public complaints process

enter into negotiations with the appropriate

contained in the RCMP Act. I do not propose to

officers of the Department of Justice and the

analyze that process here, but it does not work for

Department of the Solicitor General of

native people.

That is unfortunate. To protect

Canada directed to a change of the RCMP

the reputation of a respected police force as well as
to alleviate the anxieties of the native people a

Act. The public complaints resolution
process should be removed from that Act

more suitable process must be found.

This

and separate federal legislation should be

Commission did not have the evidence before it

enacted creating a public complaints

upon which to base a firm recommendation in

resolution process structured generally in

that regard, but there are criteria that should be

accordance with the suggested criteria.

given careful consideration in the structuring of
such a process. I suggest these criteria:

3. Search and Rescue

D The complaint must be receivable in places

Apart from the obvious urgency of a search

independent of the police station and

for a person deemed lost in the wilderness, natives

without any trappings suggesting a police

have cultural practices and concerns in the

connection.

recovery of a deceased person.

~ The informal and formal resolution or

matter of grave concern that the body be

adjudication of the complaint should be

recovered as quickly as possible; it is also very

undertaken by a person or body that is
independent

—

important to them that all personal belongings the

and can be seen to be so

deceased had with him or her at the time of death

of any police force or any regulatory agency

be recovered with the body. Accordingly, it is

of any police force.

Cariboo
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important that native people undertake the search

native justice process will remain a major factor in

and rescue operation whenever possible.

the lives of the native people. As natives become

I accordingly recommend that the peace-

more self-sustaining and self-regulating, they will

keepers on each reserve be trained as search

inevitably become more involved with non-native

managers or leaders and be provided with the

society economically, socially and culturally.

basic equipment such an operation would

Already, some native bands have initiated

normally require. This person could then recruit

resource-sharing agreements with industry. Native

and train volunteers from the reserve to form a

children attend secondary and post-secondary

search team and undertake a search or rescue at

schools in urban areas. They will not accept being

the request of the chief or council. This search

cloistered away from Canadian society, or world

leader should be trained on how to recognize and

society for that matter. They have much to offer

preserve the site for criminal investigation in the

those societies.

case of suspected foul play.

While the native people experiment in

On those reserves that have chosen a native

instituting their choices of method of social

police force, one or two of the constables should

control, those engaged in the non-native justice

be chosen for this function and trained

process can stand ready to assist. An open mind

accordingly.

and sensitivity to cultural values ensures a sensible

In those places where there is no peacekeeper

development of a justice process that will serve

or native police force, a designated constable

both re-emerging native societies and non-native

should be given thorough training as a search

society. Meanwhile, other matters need attention.

leader to fulfill this function; that constable
A. Justices of the Peace

should then recruit as many native people as
volunteers as would be necessary to form a search

Each community should identify one or two

team and train them accordingly.

persons who are reasonably fluent in the language
of the community and who are prepared to
undertake extensive training as justices of the

4. Courts

peace.

That training should include a broad

Native people want more involvement in,

general knowledge of the court process and the

and control over the justice process that deals with

duties generally assigned to a justice of the peace.

them. On some reserves they want full control,

In addition to those duties, the functions of that

while on others they appear ready to accept an

justice of the peace should include but not be

amalgam of their traditional process and the nonMeeting these goals will

limited to:
EJ contacting an accused (along with family, if

take much work and preparation on the part of

necessary) and witnesses to inform them

native people. There will be different solutions on

generally of court procedure;

native justice process.

different reserves according to the priorities and

D assisting those in need in contacting

capabilities of the people on each reserve.

community

Tempering the development of a native

government

justice process is the inevitability that the non-
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other
act

as

D co-ordinating the meetings of counsel and

some

important

prosecutions

had

been

clients in communities at least one day

inadequately presented before the courts. At least

before a court appearance; and

one case caused a great deal of concern to the

~J co-ordinating and assisting probation

people of one reserve.
The efficacy of the Crown office depends

services, bail supervision and other programs
as the need arises.

almost entirely upon the experience, organizing

These justices of the peace should be paid for

skills and good judgment of the person in charge

their services. The appointment of justices of the

of the office.

peace under the Indian Act is a matter that should

It is imperative that the prosecutor interview

be left to a decision of the native people

all Crown witnesses well before trial and ensure

themselves. If they choose to follow this course, I

that prosecutions are fully prepared and ready to

can see a useful function for such a person in the

proceed on the date of trial.

community.

unavoidable reason an adjournment is necessary,

If for some

the prosecutor should notify all parties as early as
B. Court Sittings

possible.

If an adjournment is necessary on the

Where a chief and council request that a

date of trial, a full explanation should be given to

court sitting be held in their communities, subject

parties and witnesses who made an effort to

to logistical limitations, every reasonable effort

appear and were ready to proceed.
It is necessary that in all circuit court

should be made to accommodate the request.

sittings, the prosecutor precede the court to the
C. Family Court

location in sufficient time to ensure that all
prosecutions slated for trial are fully prepared and

A family dispute resolution process will most

ready to proceed on the date of trial.

likely be the first justice process undertaken by the
native people. This process will include not only

Either the Crown officer in charge of a

resolution of disputes in a family, but as well the

Crown office or a Regional Crown officer should

protection of children and victims of domestic

set up a system of review of cases that appear to

violence.

Those government officials now

have been adjourned more often than is

concerned with these matters should enter into

reasonable, as well as circumstances in which a

and continue negotiations directed to the

stay of proceedings has been entered after a

development and operation of such a process on

considerable history of a case before the courts.

each reserve. The negotiations should also include

It is incumbent on prosecutors to ensure that

the training of family counselors and the

all documents compelling appearance or

establishment of safe houses for victims in peril.

production of matters of evidence are served in

Subject to reasonable reporting procedures, the

timely fashion and that a follow-up procedure

operation of the family dispute resolution should

shortly before trial be instituted to confirm

be left entirely to the native people themselves.

attendance and production as necessary. It is not
sufficient for the prosecutor simply to turn

D. The Crown Office

documents over to police officers and leave
responsibility for service solely to them.

Evidence before the inquiry established that
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5. LegalAid

If the prosecutor decides for whatever reason
not to prosecute in response to a report from the

In Williams Lake, there are currently a

police, the prosecutor should send timely notice of

number of overlapping services available to people

that decision to the person who was investigated

seeking legal aid. These services do not appear to

by the police and would have been the subject of

be co-ordinated with each other and each is

such prosecution, as well as any witness who may

separately funded, and all say they are under

have a personal interest in the matter. The notice

funded.

should include brief reasons for the decision.

services should be reconciled and the services they

It is my recommendation that these

provide be undertaken by one agency.
E. Documentation

A. Law Centre

Every subpoena or document compelling
appearance of a person or production of matters

For that purpose, I recommend the

of evidence should be changed in its printed

formation of a community Law Centre in

content so as to provide on the face of each copy a

Williams Lake organized and registered under the

space for the following information:

Society Act. The objects of this society should be

~ the date, time, and place of service;

to co-ordinate and provide all legal services

EJ the address of the normal residence of the

normally provided by the Legal Services Society

person served;

and all the other services provided by other
agencies to persons who qualify for assistance

~ whether or not the person served has a

pursuant to the Legal Services Society Act.

means of transportation;

I recommend that the structure of this

~ whether there is any personal or family
impediment to the attendance on the date

society be generally as follows:

required of the person served; and
B. Board of Directors

U whether or not the person served requires the
services of an interpreter, and if so, the

The board should be composed of those

language of the person and any other factor

persons who are knowledgeable and concerned

that may weigh on the ability of the person

about community affairs and are prepared to serve

served to attend at the time and place

the community in this capacity.

required by the issuing court.

continuity, the terms of board members should be

In any application before a judge for a bench

staggered. This board should be chosen or ascend

warrant or other proceedings against any person

to office so that they represent as closely as

for failing to appear in accordance with the

possible the ethnic mix of the population of the

particulars set out in a document compelling

community. At the same time, the board should

appearance, the judge should not issue any such

not be so large as to make it unwieldy, but should

warrant or other process until he has the

have native representation as a prerequisite. The

information before him as set out in the above

duties of the board should include:

paragraph and has considered that information in

U to set policy, and to monitor provision of

reaching a decision.

legal services to those who qualify pursuant
to Legal Services Society criteria;
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U to create the office of the director of the Law

U to provide for the retention and training of

Centre, and to recruit a person to fill that

persons qualified as paralegals to assist in the

office, and provide a budget;

work of the Law Centre; and

U to issue a quarterly report to the Legal

U to recruit and have available on short notice

Services Society consisting of a synopsis of all

translators from English into the three native

business conducted by the centre and to raise

languages of the region and from those

any other matters of concern to the board;

languages to English.

U to set a policy requiring all counsel to whom
D. Special Duties of the Director

clients are referred to forward to the Law
retainer, and requiring the director of the

Complaints
The RCMP is beyond the reach of provincial

Law Centre to keep track of all such reports

authority for the determination and imple

and records and to place before the board a

mentation of a complaint resolution process that

summary of the reports and records for

appears fair, open and comprehensible to the

periodic evaluation of the services provided

average person. There has arisen over the years a

to clients by counsel retained by the Law

large number of complaints by natives against the

Centre; and

police and other components of the legal system.

Centre a report at the conclusion of each

U to set an additional policy recommendation

To date, there has been no process by which

that the evaluation placed before them be

natives could lodge their complaints in a simple,

used as a guideline in the retention of

understandable and non-intimidating fashion.

counsel for the purposes of providing legal

While all users of the justice system must have a

services to needy clients.

mechanism to air their complaints, it is very
important for natives. Accordingly, I recommend
that the Director of the Community Law Centre

C. Director of the Law Centre

provide this mechanism.

The person appointed to this position

To this end, the

Director should undertake the following:

should be an experienced and capable member of
the Law Society of British Columbia with good

U inform all native people, particularly in any

administrative and communication skills to

written material describing the functions of

generally

of the

the Community Law Centre, that natives

Community Law Centre in accordance with the

who may have a complaint against any

policies set down by the board of directors. This

component of the justice process can file that

officer is to recruit the following personnel and

complaint in the office of the Law Centre in

provide the following services:
E~J sufficient clerical staff to conduct the day-to

the first instance;

manage

the

operation

U to receive the complaint as soon after it is
filed as business will permit, and to meet

day work of the Law Centre;

with and discuss the complaint with the

U to provide a reception centre to receive and

complainant and explain the process and

process all applications for legal aid;

U to provide for the retention and instruction

procedure of filing a formal complaint with
the appropriate agency;

of duty counsel;
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J in the case of native persons, to take on

of the prosecution, to get full particulars from the
Crown, and further:

conduct of the complaint on behalf of the

I explain as simply as possible the court

complainant;
U to inform the complainant of the progress of

procedure and the jeopardy faced by the
accused;

the complaint and the resolution of the

U to ascertain the identity of all witnesses

complaint; and
U where appropriate, refer the complainant to

known by the accused;

U to ascertain the identity of any witnesses the

counsel for civil action, criminal compen
sation or other appropriate remedy.

Crown proposes to call from the Crown
office;

U to compile the above information in a brief

Public Legal Education
Education about the complexities of the legal

and refer the matter to the Director of the

process is not getting through to the native people

Law Centre.

of the area. Although the Legal Services Society

The brief of the above information should be

has provided much written material, this has not,

used by the Director in the process of

unfortunately, been a great assistance to those

engaging counsel for the accused, and the

people who have difficulty with the English

Director should in turn pass this information

language and have become enmeshed in the legal

on to counsel for the accused. The Director

process. I therefore recommend that a reasonably

should also inform counsel that, as part of

comprehensive outline of the structure and

that retainer, counsel will assure that all

process of the legal system be prepared in written

witnesses counsel chooses to call will be fully

form and that this material be translated and read

briefed and prepared, and that in the report

in a video presentation. These video presentations

to the Community Law Centre, counsel will

should then be made available to be viewed in

include assurance that these witnesses have,

each of the native communities in the area.

in fact, been so prepared;

I recommend as well that the Director

U if, after appearance in court, an accused

instruct and make available one or more of the

either pleads guilty or is found guilty after

personnel of the Community Law Centre who

trial, to assist the probation service in

speaks each one of the native languages to prepare

preparing submissions in support of

an educational program and to carry and present

sentence, in locating information and in any

this program in the native languages personally

other matter requested by the probation

into the communities at the invitation of the chief

service; and
U inform counsel of the availability of

and council.

translation services.
E. Duties of Personnel at Law Centre
E Duty Counsel

For those who are accused and served with
process and who are aware of the Law Centre, to

Duty counsel shall be present in court on

receive them, and to undertake with the aid of an

call day.

interpreter where necessary, to ascertain the facts

person that is among those appearing before the
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members in the community law centres of
Williams Lake or Quesnel. They could function
effectively as paralegal officers from those offices,
and if they chose to learn one of the three native
languages of the area, their services would become
very valuable.

court and ensure that that native person has made
contact with the Community Law Centre and
been informed by the personnel therein, and is
proceeding with full knowledge. If the native
person has not been in contact with the
Community Law Centre, duty counsel is to
appear on behalf of that native person and request
an adjournment from the presiding judge so as to
facilitate the attendance of the native person at the
Law Centre. Duty counsel should assure himself
or herself that he or she has closely perused the
daily docket and has spoken to every native person
in addition to any others for whom counsel
appears in court that day.
The duty counsel, on non-arraignment days,
should make himself or herself available on short
notice in those cases where the native person is
arrested and brought before the court in custody
without representation. In each such case, counsel
should inform the judge as to whether the accused
native person has been in touch with the
Community Law Centre or other counsel.

7. Community Law Centre,
Quesnel
The Community Law Centre in Quesnel is a
good but incomplete facility. It should serve as
the nucleus for the same comprehensive
Community Law Centre proposed for Williams
Lake. Private agencies now operating the Quesnel
centre are to be commended and encouraged in
their regard for the quality of the administration
of justice.
I recommend that the Quesnel centre be
restructured so as to operate with a board of
directors having native, and perhaps other, ethnic
representations similar to the proposal for the
Williams Lake society. This board should then
report to the Legal Services Society from which it
will draw funding, as well as to the city council or
other supporting or sponsoring agency to which
the present law centre now reports. The Quesnel
Law Centre should be organized and staffed with
the same duties and responsibilities as the
Williams Lake Law Centre.
It is my belief that for everyone engaged in
the work of this Commission
including the
native people
it has been an unforgettable
learning experience. We have all seen and
understood the need for change. I am sure I speak
for all of us when I say that it is my hope that the
work of this Commission will assist to some
degree in elevating the quality of life and dignity
of the native people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin. •

6. Native Court Workers
Native court workers in the Williams Lake
area are attempting a difficult and complicated
function. To perform effectively, these workers
should not only be trained paralegal officers, but
be fluent in the native languages of the people
appearing in court. Without such fluency, the
worker attempts to perform the same function
essentially, as duty counsel who will have the aid
of the proper interpreter and who has more
extensive training and experience. It is
accordingly my recommendation that the native
court workers in the Williams Lake and Quesnel
area be absorbed in another more receptive or
needy location or be incorporated as staff
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APPENDIX B: ORDER IN COUNCIL

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL
Order in Council No.

1 50 8

,

Approved and Ordered -1.

OCt 1992

Lieutenant Governor

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria
On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor, by and with the advice and
consent of the Executive Council, orders that
1.

A Commission be issued under the Great Seal pursuant to section 8 of the Inquiry Act appointing
I-us Honour Judge Anthony Sarich as a sole commissioner to inquire into and report on the
matters and in the manner set out in the attached Schedule.

2.

The Attorney General may appoint legal counsel for the commission and may establish rates, fees
and expenses to be paid to the commission counsel.

3. The entitlement to reimbursement for living and travelling expenses incurred by the
commissioner is equivalent to the entitlement approved by Treasury Board for managerial
employees in Group III.

~
~
PresidingMember of the Executive Council

_____________________

Attorney General

(This pare is for administrative purposes only and is not pare of the Order.)

Authority under which Order is made:
Act and section:Other (specify):-

.J~qjjixy~~t, ~ ~
..Qd,

September 29, 1992
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL
Order in Council No.

Q9 ~ 7

,

Approved and Ordered

JUL 23.1993

L~QJ~J3t2nt
Executive Council Chambers, Victoria ~j J1J~

1993

C~ow~im~t

AdmItiLiliatot

4dm1,~LiV.jA~f

On the recommendation of the undersigned, the ~ f~.. ...rn— by and with the advice and consent of the
Executive Council, orders that the Terms of Reference addressed to His Honour Judge
Anthony Sarich as a sole commissioner to inquire into and report on
the relationship between the Cariboo—Chilcotin aboriginal community and
the police, Crown prosecutors, courts, probation and family court
counsellors in the administration of justice in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
Region and into related matters are amended to provide that the
commissioner shall deliver his report to the Attorney General as
specified in those Terms of Reference on or before September 15, 1993.

KEtàrney General

Presiding .~1ember of the
Executive Council

(This part isjbr administratjee purposes onl, and is not ~,art of the Order.)
Authority under which Order is made:
Act and section:

Inquiry Act,

Part

2

~

Other (specify

/~)O/93 /
I J~/c~.
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SCHEDULE
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
CARIBOO-CHILCOTIN JUSTICE INQUIRY
The Commissioner shall inquire into and report on the relationship between the Cariboo-Chilcotin abo
riginal community and the police, Crown prosecutors, courts, probation officers and family court coun
sellors in the administration of justice in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region. The Commissioner will inquire
into prejudice, or unfair treatment of aboriginal peoples within the justice system, raised by the 15 bands
of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, or their members.
Purpose of Inquiry
The purpose of this Inquiry is not to initiate disciplinary action against any individual or group. Rather,
the Commissioner shall ascertain the factors which gave rise to such allegations of unfair treatment, prej
udice, or the use of unnecessary or excessive force, determine the extent to which such problems exist in
the administration of justice in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, and make recommendations for their rec
tification.
Scope of Inquiry
More particularly, the Commissioner shall:
(a)
Inquire into the treatment by the police of the native people in the Cariboo
Chilcotin Region when they are arrested and detained prior to speaking to legal counsel or
prior to appearing before a Justice of the Peace or a judge;
(b)
Inquire into how the police verify the accuracy of information upon which a charge
is based prior to an investigating police officer recommending that charges be laid against
native people in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region;
(c)
Inquire into how Crown counsel verifies the adequacy of the investigation and the
accuracy of the information upon which a charge is based prior to approving or recommend
ing the charges to be laid against native people in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, and deter
mine whether and the extent to which differences exist in the exercise of prosecutorial discre
tion by Crown counsel between aboriginal and non-aboriginal people;
(d)
Inquire into allegations of discriminatory or unfair treatment by the police of rela
tives of native people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region in those situations where the police
have made contact with and questioned relatives following the death of a native person of the
Cariboo-Chilcotin Region and during police investigations into matters that have or could
lead to charges against native people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region;
(e)
Inquire into allegations of discriminatory or unfair treatment by the police of rela
tives of native people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region in those situations where the deaths are
not by natural causes or are of a suspicious nature, or when the cause of death is not conclu
sive;
(f)
Inquire into alleged incidents of bias during any aspect of police investigation into
the death, on or off reserve, of a native person of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region once it was
established that the victim was a native person; and, whether there was a bias that influenced
the manner in which the death was investigated by the police or the priority given to the
investigation by the police;
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(g)
Inquire into the level of knowledge of police officers of native culture generally and
more particularly their awareness of the culture of the three nations of the Cariboo-Chilcotin
Region;
(h)
Inquire into the effectiveness of existing communications between the native peo
ple of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region and their leaders and the police forces;
(i)
Inquire into any perception that native people of the Cariboo-Chilco tin Region
have of the police force, and any perceptions that the police force have of the native people of
the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, and how these perceptions affect the relationship and interac
tion between police officers and native people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region;

(j)
Inquire into the thoroughness of search and rescue operations conducted by the
RCMP when the missing person was a native person;
(k)
Identify any deficiencies which may exist in the provision of services to aboriginal
peoples of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region by probation officers and family court counsellors
and determine how such deficiencies may be effectively addressed;
(1)
Identif~,r any deficiencies that may exist in the present system of legal aid respecting
the needs of the aboriginal people of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region involved with the crimi
nal justice system, and determine how those deficiencies may be effectively addressed;
(m)
Inquire into the enforcement by peace officers of statutes, regulations, and band
by-laws on reserves in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, and identify any deficiencies which may
exist in the enforcement of such laws; and
(n)
Inquire into any other matter, as determined by the Commissioner, that is directly
related to the above-described areas that could facilitate this Inquiry.
Location of Proceedings
The Commissioner shall conduct hearings on five or more reserves in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region, as
determined by the Commissioner in consultation with the 15 bands of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region.
Public Hearings
The Commission hearings shall be open to the public, and the press, provided however that electronic
media coverage of the hearings shall be at the discretion of the Commissioner.
Availability of Translators
The Commission shall have available to it such translation services as the Commissioner deems necessary
to permit native witnesses to testify in their own language.
Standing of Justice Council
The Justice Council of the Nenqay Deni Yajelhtig Law Centre Society, representing the 15 bands of the
Cariboo-Chilcotin Region in proceedings before the Commission, shall have standing to appear by
counsel and participate in all proceedings of the Commission.
Report to Minister
The Commissioner shall deliver his report to the Attorney General on or before February 28, 1993, and
the report shall be made public.
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APPENDIX C: COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

CARIBOO-CHILCOTIN JUSTICE INQUIRY
The Commission will commence hearing evidence in the inquiry into
the relationship between the Cariboo—Chilcotin aboriginal community
and various components of the justice system on:
Monday, December 7th, 1992
at 10:00 am, at the
JIMMY STILLAS LEARNING CENTRE
Hudson Street
Anahim Lake, BC
and will continue such hearings from time to time, at such places and
times as the Commission shall determine.
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APPENDIX D: INCIDENTS AND ASSOCIATED EXHIBITS
Incident#: 001
Name: Jimmy Stillas
Band: Ulkatcho
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 12/08/92
Location: Ulkatcho
Synopsis: Re:Ulkatcho Band and RCMP search for Chief
Jimmy Stillas.
Associated Exhibits: #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #12, #13,
#14, #15, #16, #17, #18

Incident #: 009
Name: Lenny Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/19/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Communication problems with RCMP
regarding Keith Porter, for whom Mr. Sellars acted as
guardian.
Associated Exhibits: #36, #37, #38, #39

Incident #: 005
Name: Debbie Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/11/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 5(a) - Re: Investigation of 1991 break-in and
vandalism of the home of Ms. Sellars.
5(b) - Re: Allegation of excessive force in the arrest of Ms.
Sellars brother, Leroy Sellars.
Associated Exhibits: #25

Incident#: 010
Name: Ray Sargeant
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/07/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: allegation of excessive force by Boitano
Mall security guard.
Associated Exhibits: #20, #21, #22, #23, #24, #29
Incident#: 011
Name: Jim Michel
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 01/18/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 11(a) - Re: Legal representation on a charge of
Theft under $1,000.
11(b) - Re: allegation that Mr. Michel was arrested and
detained for three days without being charged or brought
before a Justice of the Peace.
Associated Exhibits: #34

Incident #: 006
Name: Lee Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 0 1/07/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 6(a) - Re: allegation of excessive force against a
Boitano Mall security guard.
6(b) .- This incident was not heard.
Incident #: 007
Name: Hilda William
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/11/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 7(a) - Re: Incident in which Ms. William
alleges that she was pulled over by an officer looking for
Doyle William, without warrant on a public highway.
7(b) - Re: Visit to Ms. William’s home by officer looking
for Doyle William, late at night without warrant.

Incident #: 012
Name: Wayne Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 01/18/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: complaint about Mr. Sellars’ legal aid
lawyer.
Associated Exhibits: #33
Incident#: 013
Name: Ralph Phillips
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/04/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Warrantless search of the home of Mr.
Phillips. RCMP were looking for Gabby Jeff. Mr. Phillips
states that he was awoken at gunpoint.

Incident #: 008
Name: Doug Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Mall
Date Heard: 01/07/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force against a
Boitano Mall security guard.
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Incident#: 014
Name: Scott Mack
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/11/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Arrest for Theft under $1,000 of three
young boys at 7-11 store. They had not left the store.
Associated Exhibits: #80

Incident #: 022
Name: Rick Pop
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/19/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: complaint about intrusiveness of RCMP
officer who came to Mr. Pop’s home without warrant or
invitation to interview him.

Incident#: 015
Name: Billy Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 0 1/19/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Arrest and detention of Wayne and Billy
Sellars on suspicion of having stolen $15 worth of gaso
line. Photographs and fingerprints were taken although
both had detailed identification.
Associated Exhibits: #40, #41, #42

Incident #: 025
Name: Mike Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 0 1/18/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: refusal of legal aid lawyer to represent
Mr.Sellars on a charge of cattle rustling.
Incident #: 028
Name: Edie Sellars
Band:Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/27/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 28(a) - Re: allegation of excessive force in the
arrest of Ms. Sellars’ son, Leroy Sellars. See also incident
#5(b).
28(b) - Re: complaint about questions asked by Judge
during Family Court hearing.

Incident#: 016
Name: Bev Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/24/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Warrantless search of Ms. Sellars’ home for
Gabby Jeff. Police officer entered with gun drawn.

Incident #: 029
Name: Scott Mack
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Department of Motor Vehicles
Date Heard: 01/11/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Traffic tickets mistakenly issued to Mr.
Mack.
Associated Exhibits: #26, #27, #28

Incident#: 019
Name: Kelly William
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/09/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 19(a) - Re: allegation of excessive force in the
arrest of Mr. William for violation of probation.
19(b) - This incident was withdrawn.
Associated Exhibits: #81, #82

Incident #: 030
Name: Patrick Charleyboy
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/29/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: allegation of excessive force by RCMP offi
cers in restraining Mr. Charleyboy from resisting the
seizure of his cattle in an attempted foreclosure.
Associated Exhibits: #118, #119, #120, #121, #122,
#123, #124, #125

Incident #: 020
Name: Leroy Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/12/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 20(a) - This incident was not dealt with.
20(b) - Re: allegation of excessive force involving Boitano
Mall security guard.
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Incident #: 032
Name: Clarence Marianne
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/07/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: Late night entry into the home of Mr.
Marianne by RCMP officer in plainclothes investigating
the disappearance of his private vehicle. Officer entered
home without warrant, with gun drawn and roused Mr.
Marianne at gunpoint.
Associated Exhibits: #135, #265

Incident #: 037
Name: Geneva Irwin
Band: Red Bluff
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/02/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Death of Marion Luke and charges against
Morton Peter. Drunken anarchy on reserve.
Associated Exhibits: #65, #66
Incident #: 038
Name: Freddy Sampson
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Mall
Date Heard: 01/07/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force against
Boitano Mall security guard.

Incident #: 033
Name: Verne Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/12/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: complaint about detention and questioning
of youths regarding stolen car.
Associated Exhibits: #72, #73, #74, #75, #76

Incident #: 039
Name: Kelly William
Band: Nemiah
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/09/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force used in effect
ing arrest.

Incident #: 034
Name: Rapheal Alphonse
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/30/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Search for the body of Henry Guichon.
Associated Exhibits: #126, #127, #132

Incident #: 041
Name: Robert Bill
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/08/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: 41(a) - Re: Allegation of excessive force used
during questioning in jail.
41(b) — Re: Allegation of excessive force used against
Ernie Sargent by RCMP officer in jail cell.
41(c) - Re: Warrantless entry of home by RCMP
41(d) - Re: Improper transfer to Quesnel court to appear
on charges which could not have pertained to Mr. Bill.
Associated Exhibits: #211

Incident #: 035
Name: Ella Stillas
Band: Red Bluff
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/02/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Search for Kenneth Stillas.
Associated Exhibits: #67, #68, #69, #70, #71
Incident #: 036
Name: Aggie James
Band: Red Bluff
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/01/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Search for Chief Aggie James.
Associated Exhibits: #63, #64
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Incident #: 043
Name: Arthur Sellars
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/08/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force used by RCMP
officers in Williams Lake drunk tank area.
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Incident #: 044
Name: Andrea Gilbert
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 01/19/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Lack of communication with family of fatal
MVA victim, and investigation of the accident.
Associated Exhibits: #77

Incident #: 052
Name: Henry Solomon
Band: Nerniah
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/15/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Investigation and prosecution of Indecent
Assault charge, and allegation of excessive force during
investigation.

Incident #: 045
Name: Andrea Gilbert
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 01/18/93
Location: Deep Creek
Synopsis: Re: Failure of lawyer to attend court due to ill~
ness, and dissatisfaction with replacement lawyer.
Associated Exhibits: #32, #78, #79

Incident #: 053
Name: Lillian Lulua
Band: Nemiah
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/13/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Women left stranded on Highway 20 after
the arrest of Dennis Lulua for impaired driving.
Associated Exhibits: #140

Incident #: 046
Name: Wonita Johnny
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/16/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Overnight detention of pregnant woman
for failure to pay Motor Vehicle fIne which she had tried
to pay through wrong agency.
Associated Exhibits: #45, #46

Incident #: 055
Name: Donnie Frank
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/13/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Questioning of Mr. Frank about theft of
purse from Skyline Hotel.
Incident #: 057
Name: Ervin Charleyboy
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/08/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: Shooting death of Edward Ross and allega~
tions of the mishandling of the investigation and trial of
Eileen Toby.
Associated Exhibits: #136, #164, #276

Incident #: 048
Name: Francis Laceese
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/22/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: 1990 and 1991 Toosey Roadblocks
Associated Exhibits: #110

Incident #: 058
Name: Willie Alphonse Jr.
Band: Wins. Lk.
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 05/03/93
Location: Sugar Cane
Synopsis: Re: Delay and turnover of Crown on Alphonse
hunting case.

Incident #: 049
Name: Kelsey Johnny
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/16/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Use of police dogs on Toosey Reserve. See
also #82.
Associated Exhibits: #60, #61
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Incident #: 059
Name: Roger Jimmy
Band: Kiuskus
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/14/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Allegations of the inquiry into the death of
Mary Jane Jimmy by RCMP.
Associated Exhibits: #209

Incident #: 064
Name: Francis Laceese
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/22/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: 1990 and 1991 Toosey Roadblocks.
Associated Exhibits: #83, #84, #85, #86, #87, #88, #89,
#90, #91, #92, #93, #94, #95, #96, #97, #98, #99, #100,
#101, #102, #103, #104, #105, #186, #187, #188

Incident #: 060
Name: Roger Jimmy
Band: Kiuskus
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/14/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Community’s need for Native Constables.

Incident #: 066
Name: Danny Case
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: Motor Vehicles
Date Heard: 03/31/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: Communication problem regarding the
suspension of Mr. Case’s drivers license for failure to pay
civil fine, and civil liability arising from a guilt plea to
M.V. offence. Also general comments about native peo
ple and justice system.
Associated Exhibits: #130, #131

Incident #: 061
Name: Roger Jimmy
Band: Kluskus
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 05/14/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Request for Native Courtworkers and
Elders Council.

Incident #: 067
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/15/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Late service of subpoena, inefficient Crown
office procedure.
Associated Exhibits: #43, #44

Incident #: 062
Name: Ellery Brigham
Band: Stone
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of improper use of gun during
the arrest of children from Toosey Reserve in Williams
Lake.

Incident #: 068
Name: Ervin Charleyboy
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/30/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: Search for Lashaway Billy & native organi
zation of a search after frustration withpolice failure to
communicate.
Associated Exhibits: #128, #129

Incident #: 063
Name: Shirley Grambush
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/17/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Inspection of Ms. Grambush’s car, and
issue of violation tickets against same & saracstic com
ments of RCMP officer.
Associated Exhibits: #47, #48, #49
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Incident #: 069
Name: Clarence Marianne
Band: Alexis Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/07/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: Re: Death of Leona Marianne and subsequent
lack of communication with family.
Associated Exhibits: #133, #134
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Incident #: 070
Name: Annette Frank
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/26/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Accident at Lee’s Corner Lookout and
imprecise communication of an important message by
Kamloops message centre.
Associated Exhibits: #151, #152, #153, #154, #155,
#156, #157, #158, #159, #160, #161, #162, #176

Incident #: 079
Name: Julie Quilt
Band: Stoney
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: RCMP attitude during MVA investigation.
Incident #: 080
Name: Jason Houde
Band: Toosey
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Misreporting of conviction of Jason Houde
in local papers.
Associated Exhibits: #59

Incident #: 071
Name: Annette Frank
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/26/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Accident investigation and an uninvited
late visit from RCMP officer.
Associated Exhibits: #163

Incident#: 081
Name: Charles Johnny
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation that charge of Impaired Driving
laid on the basis of little evidence, and that, officer broke
window on truck.
Associated Exhibits: #107

Incident #: 073
Name: Agnes Hailer
Band: Stone
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/17/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Death of Dean Hailer and lack of commu
nication with family members by investigating police.
Associated Exhibits: #53, #54, #55

Incident #: 082
Name: Elliott Smith
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/26/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Use of police dogs not fully trained on the
Toosey Reserve.
Associated Exhibits: #50, #114, #205

Incident #: 074
Name: Agnes Hailer
Band: Stone
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/17/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Lack of communication with family regard
ing fatal MVA accident involving family members.
Associated Exhibits: #51, #52

Incident #: 083
Name: Albert Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of stopping of Mr. Stump by
RCMP officer on speculation by officer that bicycle rid
den by Mr. Stump was stolen. Chaining of Mr. Stump to
a bridge for an hour while officer checked into another
incident.

Incident #: 075
Name: Raymond Quilt
Band: Stone
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Evidence suggesting wrongful conviction of
Ronald Setah for arson deaths of children on Stone
Reserve.
Associated Exhibits: #56, #57, #58
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Incident #: 084
Name: Albert Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged excessive force used during arrest of
Mr. Stump — caused fractured clavicle.
Associated Exhibits: #112, #113

Incident #: 096
Name: Joan Gentles
Band:Toosey
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 02/15/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Elderly woman escorted through court
building in handcuffs & terrified because of lack of
prehension of process and irrational fear of hanging.

Incident #: 090
Name: Roger Lapalme
Band: Non~Status
Agency: C.O.
Date Heard: 05/06/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged fishing violations at Fletcher Lake
and atttitude of Conservation Officer.
Associated Exhibits: #180, #181, #182, #183, #184,
#185

Incident #: 097
Name: Sarah Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Interview of two native men regarding St.
Joseph’s Mission which Ms. Stump was unable to attend
so as to assist in the interview process.
Incident #: 098
Name: Sarah Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCN4P
Date Heard: 04/21/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Motor Vehicle death of Charlie Casimir,
and lack of any recourse in law for such a tragedy.
Associated Exhibits: #148, #149, #150, #271

Incident #: 092
Name: Charles Johnny
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Detention and excessive force used on Mr.
johnny and friend during the search for Dennis Jack.
Associated Exhibits: #106

Incident #: 102
Name: Gilbert Solomon
Band: Nemiah
Agency: Coroners
Date Heard: 04/14/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Death of Chief Cassidy Sill, and lack of
information that led to wild rumours and allegations of
foul play.
Associated Lxhlblts: ~142

Incident #: 093
Name: Victorine Alphonse
Band: Wms. Lake
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/29/93
Location: Sugar Cane
Synopsis: Re: Excessive force used on Mr. Winston
Alphonse as a result of comment made to officer.
Incident #: 094
Name: Lorna Wycotte
Band: Wms.Lk.
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/29/93
Location: Sugar Cane
Synopsis: Re: Christmas day incident in which Ms.
Wycotte’s car was impounded and she was left on side of
road with her daughter in a snowstorm.
Associated Exhibits: #165, #166
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Incident#: 103
Name: William Setah
Band: Nemiah
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/14/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Drowning deaths of Billy William and
Frank Purjue — delay in recovering bodies, lack of suit~
able search and rescue organization in the area.
Associated Exhibits: #141
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Incident #: 104
Name: Agnes Williams
Band: Nemiah
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/15/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Investigation of MVA between Ms.
Williams’ vehicle and a logging truck.
Associated Exhibits: #143

Incident #: 119
Name: Ronald Setah
Band: Stone
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 02/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Ronald Setah and arson deaths of young
children on Stone Reserve, and allegations of wrongful
entry of a plea of guilty to criminal negligence causing
death.
Associated Exhibits: #62

Incident#: 105
Name: Amy Marie Sandy
Band: Wrns. Lk.
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/30/93
Location: Sugarcane
Synopsis: Re: Insensitive interrogation and general treat
ment of Ms. Sandy regarding the stabbing of her hus
band.
Associated Exhibits: #167

Incident #: 120
Name: Albert Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force used during
arrest of Mr. Stump for stealing bike.

Incident #: 111
Name: Steven Hink
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/21/93
Location: Anaham
Synopsis: Re: Wrongful entry of a plea of guilt by Mr.
Rink to a manslaughter charge.
Associated Exhibits: #146, #147

Incident#: 121
Name: Albert Stump
Band: Anaham
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Art supplies taken by RCMP during search
and allegedly not returned.
Incident #: 122
Name: Linda Myers
Band: Stoney
Agency: Crown
Date Heard: 04/15/93
Location: Nemiah
Synopsis: Re: Failure of Crown to prosecute individuals
for the theft of Native crafts from the home of Ms.
Myers’ mother.
Associated Exhibits: #144, #206

Incident #: 113
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Incident in which Ms. Gentles was pulled
over because of damage to her windshield, interpreted as
harassment of native people involved in Toosey road
block.

Incident #: 124
Name: Francis Haines
Band: Stone
Agency: C.O.
Date Heard: 03/26/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Protracted trials on hunting rights dispute,
and discourse on Native traditional use and management
of game.
Associated Exhibits: #115

Incident#: 115
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: RCMP complaints process — Ms. Gentles
was sent response which pertained to someone else’s inci
dent, alleges remoteness and insensitivity of complaint
handling officers.
Associated Exhibits: #111
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Incident#: 131
Name: Cecelia Quilt
Band: Stone
Agency: CO.
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged hunting offence in which moose
meat confiscated, then an allegation that Conservation
Officer offered Ms. Quilt moose meat in exchange for a
pair of gloves.
Associated Exhibits: #108a, #109

Incident#: 125
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/04/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged negligent investigation into the
death of Katie Ross.
Associated Exhibits: #171, #172, #173
Incident #: 127
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 03/25/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Inadequate legal representation of individ
ual for whom Ms. Gentles acted as an interpreter.

Incident #: 132
Name: Cecelia Quilt
Band: Stone
Agency: C.O.
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged fishing offence involving Ms.
Quilt.
Associated Exhibits: #108c, #109

Incident#: 128
Name: Shawnee Palmantier
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of unlawful entry and search,
and excessive force used in the arrest of Gerry Palmantier.
See also #129 and #159.

Incident#: 133
Name: Cecelia Quilt
Band: Stone
Agency: C.O.
Date Heard: 03/24/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Alleged fishing offences and the destruction
of Ms. Quilt’s nets.
Associated Exhibits: #108b

Incident#: 129
Name: Robin Palmantier
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of unlawful entry and search and
excessive force used in the arrest of Gerry Palmantier. See
also #128 and #159.

Incident#: 135
Name: Shelia Dick
Band: Canim Lake
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/17/93
Location: Canim Lake
Synopsis: Re: RCMP response time to Canim Lake from
100 Mile House on weekends.

Incident#: 130
Name: Shawnee Palmantier
Band: Toosey
Agency: Courts
Date Heard: 03/26/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Improper preparation as a witness for the
Crown.
Associated Exhibits: #117
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Incident #: 136
Name: Percy Archie
Band: Canim Lk.
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/17/93
Location: Canim Lake
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force used during
arrest for impaired driving.
Associated Exhibits: #212
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Incident#: 137
Name: Willie Alphonse Jr.
Band: Wms. Lk.
Agency: C.O.
Date Heard: 05/03/93
Location: Sugar Cane
Synopsis: Re: Fishing offences and resulting detention
and court process.
Associated Exhibits: #168, #169, #214

Incident #: 154
Name: Charlie Boscar
Band: Alexandria
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/11/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Injuries suffered by Mr. Boscar when he
was attacked by another prisoner in Quesnel drunk tank.
Associated Exhibits: #198, #199, #200, #20 1, #202,
#203

Incident#: 148
Name: Jackie Stillas
Band: Nazko
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/11/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Treatment received by Ms. Stillas at RCMP
detachment regarding damage done to window of her van

Incident#: 155
Name: Margaret Gilbert
Band: Wms. Lk.
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/03/93
Location: Sugar Cane
Synopsis: Re: Detention of Ms. Gilbert on motor vehicle
charges.

Incident #: 149
Name: Jackie Stillas
Band: Nazko
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/11/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Unlawful search of Ms. Stillas’ car at a ser
vice station.

Incident#: 156
Name: Phyllis Chelsea
Band: Alkali Lk.
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/19/93
Location: Alkali Lake
Synopsis: Re: Investigation into the disappearance of
Pierro Squinahan.
Associated Exhibits: #145

Incident#: 150
Name: Ralph Myers
Band: Stone
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 03/26/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Response to Native request for increased
police activity during Valentine’s Day dances on the
reserves.
Associated Exhibits: #116

Incident#: 157
Name: Gerry Palmantier
Band: Toosey
Agency: Legal Aid
Date Heard: 05/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Dissatisfaction with legal representation
(amount of retainer and sentence expected).
Associated Exhibits: #2 15, #216

Incident#: 152
Name: Jess Mitchell
Band: Soda Creek
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 04/30/93
Location: S ugarcane
Synopsis: Re: Unlawful search of Mr. Mitchell’s residence
by a number of officers with guns drawn.
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Incident#: 159
Name: Gerry Palmantier
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of unlawful entry and excessive
force used the arrest of Mr. Palmantier. See also #128
and #129.
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Incident #: 160
Name: Theresa Billy
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/07/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Failure to communicate regarding acciden
tal deaths of a number of youths.
Associated Exhibits: #190

Incident#: 171
Name: Gaylene Chantyman
Band: Kluskus
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/13/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Allegation of excessive force used against
Myrna Peters.
Associated Exhibits: #208

Incident #: 166
Name: Julie George
Band: Red Bluff
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/12/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Death of Gene George, Ms. George’s
ex-husband, and lack of information regarding same.
Associated Exhibits: #207, #210

Incident #: 173
Name: Minnie Charleyboy
Band: Alexis Cr.
Agency: Provincial Police
Date Heard: 04/28/93
Location: Redstone
Synopsis: 173(a) - Re: Incident in which Casmir Lulua
left by side of road five miles from Anahim Lake without
shoes.
173(b) - Re: Provincial police smashing holes in buckets
containing moonshine with axes.

Incident#: 167
Name: Loretta Hurst
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/18/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Lack of communication regarding circum
stances of a number of deaths involving band members.
Associated Exhibits: #247, #248

Incident #: 174
Name: Alfred Jack
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/05/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Arrest and detention of Mr. Jack on out
standing warrant
RCM1~ did not give Mr. Jack the
opportunity to retrieve documents from his home in
proof of payment of a fine and the complete serving of an
intermittent sentence.
Associated Exhibits: #174, #175, #191, #213

Incident #: 169
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/05/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Delay in decision whether or not to prose
cute George Palmantier in the MVA death of Andrew
Quilt.
Associated Exhibits: #177, #178, #179

Incident#: 175
Name: Joan Gentles
Band: Toosey
Agency: RCN1P
Date Heard: 05/07/93
Location: Toosey
Synopsis: Re: Incomplete investigation of an apparent
murder.
Associated Exhibits: #189

Incident#: 170
Name: Hazel Paul
Band: Nazko
Agency: RCMP
Date Heard: 05/13/93
Location: Quesnel
Synopsis: Re: Incident in which Baptiste Paul was driven
by RCMP out of town to make his own way home with
out shoes so that he might sober up.
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Incident #: 178
Name: Circuit Court
Band:
Agency: Court
Date Heard: 06/05/93
Location: Wms. Lake
Synopsis: Re: Operation of Circuit Court.
Associated Exhibits: #196, #197
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Incident #: 179
Name: D’Arcy Christianson
Band: Non-Status
Agency: Court
Date Heard: 05/05/93
Location: Wms. Lake
Synopsis: Re: Letter from Judge Barnett regarding
improper letter sent to him by D’Arcy Christianson.
Associated Exhibits: #192, #193, #194, #195, #264

containing a list of Reported
Incidents where Complainants Did Not Testify
Before the Inquiry and a list of Marked and
Entered Exhibits is available from:

A Compendium

Ministry of Attorney General
Communications & Education Branch
(604) 356-9596
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